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It was decided at the 85th Annua! Science Conference (C. Res. 1997/2:11:20) that the Study Group on ,the Precautionary 
Approach to Fishery Management [SGP AFM], with experts to be identified by ACFM, in consultation with ICES 
Delegate~. and to be chaired by· the Chairman of ACFM (Mr J.-J. Maguire,. Canada), will meet at ICES Headquarters 
from 3-6 February 1998 to: 

a) provide estimates of appropriate fishing mortality and spawning stock biomass limit reference points from the most 
recent ICES assessments for as many demersal, pelagic and shellfish stocks as possible (including stocks where 
analytical assessments are not available), tak.ing into. account estimation and process errors; 

b) taking into account the uncertainties identified above. provide estimates of precautionary fishing 'mørtality · and 
spawning stock biomass reference points having high probabilities of keeping the stocks within safe biological 
limits; 

· c) . identify generic features of harves! control rules, including recovery plans when the stock is outside safe biological 
limits, that are consistent with a precautionary approach; 
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d) provide guidance to assessment working groups and determine the requirements for new computer'programs to be 
made available in the ICES Secretariat at Council ex pense; 

e) review the work of the MA WG on the relevance of species interactions to precautionary approaches to fisheries 
management and rebuilding, and where appropriate carry that work further; 

,·j, 

f) consider the implications of a precautionary approach an4 harvest control rules in relati_on to _:mixed, fish~ries ,~nd 
technical interactions. · -

Considerable work was done in advance of the Study Group meeting to estimate several reference points (using differe.nt 
software implementations) to be considered as either liffiir or' precautionary reference points (see SectiO'n 9,' WOrkirlg 
Documents). Without this preparatory work, it would not have been possible to suggest reference points for is mahy 
stocks as are included in this report. Sincere thanks are therefore due to those individuals who· -were~ invoived-;in .this 
preparatory work. 

1._·:' 

The Study Gro up considered whether the reference ppints used by ACFM were consistent with a precautionary appro.ach 
to evaluate if there was need to pro vide new precautionary_ refer~rce points. ACFM has e~ta~lished _ qio~~!:iiS. ~t?f~r~n,pe 
points for several stocks, but there are few instances where ACFM has provided reference fishing mortaljties a~d 

: - ( " --_ ' 1-.' ·-· 
therefore, the Study Group had to suggest values for most stocks. The Study Group attempted to use MBAL .values 
previously established by ACFM, when appropriate, as either limit or precautionary reference point. '·' · 

Study Group members represented an interesting mix' of · methodological experts and stock assessme·rif speciali.S:ts 
involved in specific Working Groups. However, not all stock assessment specialists for every stocks for whichireference 
points are suggested participated in the Study Group meeting .. Therefore, the reference points suggested: m~st .be 
reviewed and evaluated by relevant Working Groups befare ACFM can make a decision on appropriate reference 
points. It is in ACFM's mandate to make final decisions on limit reference points, but fishery management agencies 

J.' ,, ; 
should be in vol ved in decisions on precautionary reference points. :· · · 

2 UNCERTAINTY 

There are uncertainties in all reference points and those related to the precautionary approach are no· eXcePtiOiL The 
uncertainties are due to measurement errors because of the -inherent variability associated with saffiJ)IingJ-data, 
uncertainties about the most appropriate model(s) to approxirriate the fishery dynamics and, uncertainties--in<':the natural 
variability of fish population parameters. While scientific research could be aimed at reducing sampfing;.a~d )/!Odel 
uncertainties, it cannot reduce the natural variability in po~ulation parameters, it can only characterize.-it. It.must 
therefore be recognized that uncertainty will always be, part of the fishery management process. · ,, ' 

Both the estimates of reference points, e.g. the real value of F~sY and the current estimate of the paramettlr,
1
\_e.· F~7 'a:re 

uncertain. Therefore uncertainties in both quantities have·to be·taken into account. - 1 
• 

Few studies have adequately estimated the full range of uncertainties associated with assessiilg fish-: =stOck sizes- ahd 
predicting future catches, particularly in the case of biased data such as is the case when misreporting, high-grading, and 
diStardihg·ocCUr=to a-vafi3.ble extent frOm year to yeal-·. The.results of studies not:taking these:f:ictors irlto 8Ccount:have 
indicated measurement errors of 20 tb 40% CV (Coefficient of V ariation) for the projected catches for a particular;:,:ear. 
Therefore, CVs of this magnitude were utilized (where appropriate) to evaluate uncertainty of the reference points. The 
overall real uncertainty, however, is likely to be greater than the CVs of20-40% suggest. 

Fot instance:, tmacc'ounted mortality which'includes.dead discards, fish dying after the discard process; fish dying'during 
the capture process which are not actually captured~ unreported landings, by-catch, ghost fishing mortality and< other 
sources are aften not accounted for in- the assessment data. Therefore, both the status and productivity :of the. ;stock are 
not accurately estimated, and changes in estimated status or productivity may be related to unrecorded changes in 

:practieeSJ:Which are not monitored. 

Often, data for a particular stock are available only for a relative ly short period of time (typically 15-20 years,' in rare 
cases for up to 50 years, or for as little as 3-5 years) and the quantity and quality of data over the time period is 
generally variable. Bul in addition to variable quantity and quality of data, the (relatively) short time period, oftirtle for 
which data are available means that only a limited range of the population reaction to environrnental factors has been 
observed and it is not possible to predict future behaviour for environmental conditions that have not been observed. 
Generally, we assume that ecological/environmental process are stationary when in reality they are not~ this can be of 
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.- special , concern wheil -· there are biological and· technological interactions in the -fish populations and fisheries. 
lffiptementation erfors, i.e.'that- the management ·recom:mendations are often not ·petfectly :implemented· due to technical, 
legal and political difficulties, is generally not takeil into account either. 

By not considering these sources of Uncettainty, it .is likely that the CVs used•· to 'calculate reference points in fact 
underestimate the real· unc~rtainties;·:'ahd· according- to- the precautionary· approaC:h, ·this should call for even greater 
precaution. 

3 REFERENCE POINTS 

3.1 Background 

. 3.1.1 Selected extracts from 1997 Study Grmw report (ICES CM 1997/Assess:7) 

Reference points are. a key concept in implementing a precautionary approac~. The following points from Annex Il of 
the UN Agreement on Straddling FishStocks and Highly Migratory Fish Sto~ksare relevant to the. distinction between 
target and limit reference pQints: 

"2. Two types of precautionary reference points should be used: conservation, or limit, reference points and 
management, or farget, reference points. Limit reference points set boundaries which are intended to constrain 
hal1lesting within safe biologicallimits within which the stocks can produce maximum sustainable yield. Target 
reference_points .are intended (Q meet management objectives. 

3.Precautionary reference points should be stock~specific to account, inter alia, for the reproductive capacity, 
the resilience ofeach.stock and the characteristics of fisheries_ e.xploiting. the stock, .as well as other sou{ces of 
mortality and major sources of uncertainty. 

5.Fishery management strategies shall ensure that the risk of exceeding limit reference points is vel}' low. Jf a 
stock falls below a limit reference point or is at risk of falling below such a reference point, conservati(m and 
management action should be initiated to facilitate stock recovery. Fishery management strategies shall 1ensure 
that farget reference points are not exceeded on average. 

7. The fishing mortality rate which generates maximum: s,ustainable ,yield should be regarded as a mmzmum 
standard for limit reference points. For stocks which are -nQt overfished, fishery management strategies shall 
ensure that fishing mortality does not exceed that which corresponds to maximum sustainable yield, and that the 
biomass does not fall below a predefined threshold. For overfished stocks, the biomass which would produce 
maximum sustainable: yield- can serve as a rebuilding target." · 

Therefore, reference points stated in terms of fishing mortality rates or biofflil.ss, or in other units, should be reg ard ed 
as signposts giving information of the status of the stock in relaiion to predefined limits that should be avoided or 
targets that should be aimed at in order to achieve the management objective. 

The limit fisking mortality ( Fumi is defined as a ftshing mortality which should be avoided with very high probability 
and is most naturally associated with a danger of stock collapse. This attribute certainly applies to Faa$w which is 
derived from the slope at the orig in of the S-R curve; since it corresponds to a collapse of the fish stock. Estini,ates of 
Fum should reflect this concept. 

The fishing mortality Fm,. estimates a sustainable fishing morta/ity. Unfortunately, the only upper bound on the 
expected value ofF med is Fcræ;h itself and this is attained when the stock has only been measured during a period of 
fishing at the Fcrash leve/. 

In ca~es when Fcrash is not available, F1o.~s (Cook 1998) or Fmed can be used as limit reference points. Both of these 
pointsj will tend to be underestimates of Fcrosh· As further information becomes available the se estimates may become 
revised upwards to higher niortality levels. Ho-wever, the PrecautiOnarj ApprOaCh dictates that in the case when only 
such a biased proxy exists, it should be put into use immediately since lack of information cannot be used as a reason 
for the delay of action. 

It would not be consistent with a precautionary approach to define safe biological limits only in terms of fisking 
mortality reference points and therefore corresponding and compatible biomass reference .points wili also b~ us ed, in 
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accordante with most international agreements considered during this [1997 SGPAFMI meeting. In addit,iqn, in ~q~es 
where the. slope! at ·the ·origin of the stock-recruitmenf, relationship or the replacement line: are incorrectly es,til;r:rp_trrd 
(e.g. due to a re cent environmental change), the biomass may,experience a sudden drap. 

ACFM has defined and, used the Minimum Biologically Acceptable Leve l (MBAL) of biomass for several~,tocks. 
Whenever possible, MBAL corresponds to the spawning ,stock biomass below which the, probability of imRqired 
recruitment increases. Such MBAL values can be initially used as limit reference points, i.e. biomass below l:\{hich the 
stock should drap on/y with very low probability. In other cases MBAL values refer to the biomass below which 
concerns are raised and same action should be taken. 

The concept of safe biologicallimits was introduced in ACFM advice in 1981 andfurther develop~d.in 19~6 (Serch~k 
and Grainger, 1992). At first the term was used in relation to management actions, whereas latterly it has been used in 
relation to the state of a stock. In its r,ecent implementation of the concept, ACFM has equated being )'Vit hin safe 
biologicallimits as be ing above MBAL and be ing o utside sajl! biological limits as be ing below MBAL This' is a rather 
res,tricted interpretation of a concept which is clearly multi-dimensional involving at !east reference points related to 
fisking m~rtality and bio'mhss, but also factots such as age-distrib'ution in ·the stock ·and in the catch, · geographical 
rarige, condition factor etc. The concept of safe biological limits is explicitly referred to in the UN Agreemenl on 
Straddling Fish Stocks and High/y Migratory Fish Stocks and ACFM will continue to use it, but in an expandedwa'y, 
cons~stent with the preca~tionary approach. 

Implementing the precautionary approach with precautionary reference points. 

B Bpa 
lim 

Precautionary 
regt~n 

SSB 

''·' 

As derived above, the precautionary approach dictates that the predicted annua[ fisking mortality and estimated 
biomass should remain within safe ~iological limiis. This implies a certain region which could be termed the 
pretåuti~håry region of fisking mortality, SSB andyields. · 
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. The first principle ii that fishi7t'g mortJ~'itj; alid -hence annua! yields are constrain~({by Fpø if no obvious problems are 
seen. 

·The liinit b'iomass·level,' Bum. corresj}Onds; 'to ~he· stock being in imminent danger. In this siiuatiOn; a closure ·at the 
fis he ry is the on/y realistic 'action. In o i-der io avoid'that situation, fishing must be reduced drastii::ally if the biomass 
appears to drop from Bpa to B/;m· This can be done by reducing fishing mortality or yield in accordance with how close 
the point estimate of biomass is to Bpa and Blim• respectively. 

For stoCks in a heålthy state it- may be wise to also impose an upper limit on -catches in 6rder to avoid prOblems 
associated with severe overestimation of stock size and therefore define a C pa· 

3.1.2 FMsv 

Annex Il of the Straddling Stocks Agreement states that FMsY is a minimum standard for a limit reference point. There 
. are a number of reasons why FMsY has come. to be thought of as a .limit reference point rather than the t.raditional 
viewpoint of a !arget. Some of these reasons are valid and some less so. For exarnple, MSY has been embodied in 
numerous fisheries management agreements for several decades and yet progressively more and more stocks have 
become overfished during that time. One interpretation is that MSY has failed as a fisheri<;s management strategy. 
However, a global suryey of fisheries would show that there are actually very few examples where f'ishing mqrtality has 
be_en limited to- FMs-Y oyer a signifiGant period of time, even where MSY has bee.n the stated m;an~gement objec~ive. 
Study Group members were unable tp, identify. fisheries where stocks have, collapsed despite fishing mortality being 
mair:ttained nearfMsvover,a ~ubstanti~ period. 

· Other potentially more valid reasons for. this fundamental change in the treatment of FMsY as a limit rather thaJ) a target 
are primarily related to ecosystem considerations. (_viz. multispecies .interactions, species diversity, genetie; diversity, 
habitat concems and technical interactions), uncertainty and implementation failures. Most multispecies models imply 
cthat sustainable fishing rmortality rates_ and other _biological reference points need to be more conservative than in the 
~orresponding sing!e species.cases. -~or_ thi~ reason, l Cl'{ AF. once used a twa-tier system where the combilled_ T AC .for a 
multispecies assemblage was set 20-25% lower than the sum of the individu~l TACs (see O'Boyle 1985 for the 
modelling results supporting this decision)., Multispecies and technical interactions mean _that recov.ery Plans for 
depleted stocks, rna y also need to curtail fishing mortalities on associated stocks in order to _be _Sue:cessful. In 
multiSpecies _ :s;ystems prod.uctive. specieS rna y- need to _be fishe.d at le~s tharl. FMsY to ensure that ttie viability of less 
productive species .is .not jeopardized. The .conclusion emerging from working groups deliberating "ecosystem 
approaches" to fishing seemS to be that across-the-board reductions in fishing mortality ffiay be needed to achieve 
objectives such as maintaining g~netic and species diversity. 

Of eq)lal or eve_n great~r conc-ern: .is the difficulty of implementing agreed management actions in man y fisheries. 
Measures. to reduce fishing ~ortality are often circumvented. In part, this may _be the result of. fleet overcapacity 
fesulting in challenges to,nuqie~qus aspects of fish~ri~s ma~agement systems (discussed elsewhere). 

The high uncertainty inherent in fish stock assessments suggests that if FMsY were to be used as a, target in a risk-averse 
management strategy, that target should be based on some lower percentile of the FMsv distribution. Setting FMsv as a 
limit implies that Ftarget- should be set such that the. probabHity of exceeding FMsY is small. Conceivably, in some, cases, 
this _could resu't in l~ttle c~ange in the management strategy. even. though it represents a fundamental change in 
management ph\losophy. 

A more risk-prone approach would define FMsY as an upper bound on target fishing mortality such that there must be 
more than a 50% probability that the annua! F is below FMsv. and any harves! control rule which satisfies the 
Precautionary Approach must Iie below the control rule corresponding to FMSY· The implication of this is not the same 
as the implication of harvesting below Fcrash (equivalently, Fe:ttinction), where F~rash is interpreted as a limit reference point 
that needs to be a voided with high probability. When F~;m = F =•· a~ "high" probability would most likely be defined to 
be in the range 95-99%. lf the same range is applied to FMsv, the resulting !arget F would like! y be exceedingly low. 

Although FMsv can, in principle, be used as a limit reference point, it would probably be more appropriate to redefine a 
"high probability of avoidance" as a number in the vicinity of 75% rather than 95-99%. However, the Study Group 
believes that, if FMsY is tO us_ed at all, it is more appiopriate to view FMsY as an upper bound on a target reference point, 
which implies that there should be more than a 50% probability that FMsY is not exceeded. The primary argument against 
using FMsv at all is that it is high! y dependent ()il the shape of the stock-recruitment relationship assumed, which is 
usually poorly determined. Likewise, F,ro,h is highly-dependent on the stock-recruitrnent relationship. Thus, it may be 
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n~q.essary.t.~ adopt proxies for both FMsY and Fqash· It is S1:1gg~sted that F1oss and Fmed could-_be considere~ a~ a ~~-sisÆor 
the definitiOn of F1im; and Fo.Io Fmax• Fmed• and F3o7t-F4o'>f: as potential candidates for Fpa· 

~irnilarly, B.MsY tends to be poorly Qefined b,ut it rna y_ be easier to. identify measures such as B1055, or a bimpass _at. whi~h 
there is eviqen~~ of in:tpaired recruitment, or __ the. equilibrium biomass corresponding to the above proxies. 

3.1.3 Stock and recruihnent models 

S.tock-recruitment relationships have ,several, distinct applications in the context of precautionary reference points. 

l. The slope at the origin corresponds to Fcrash• which is a candidate limit reference point. 

2. Calculation of equilibrium reference points, including FMsY· 

3. Simulations of future stock sizes and catches and associated risks caused by dependence of the recruitment on' the 
SSB.' 

A stOck reCru'itment function ·can be pafametriC Or nOn~parame'tric. Ambngst the parametdc functions, tWo generilftypes 
can- be diStinguished, tho'se Which assume; that tni:lximum redui'tment is reached· at sorile intermediate ~pawning ·'·stOck 
biO~as'S with· a declining recruitme'nt· at 1~g6 :SSBs' (like the Ricker function) and thOse th3.t assmrie that ·fecrui'tment 
does not dedine after "the maximurn is reached (like the Beverton-Holt function). This difference ·in 'assumptibn· has 
direct consequences for the expected effect of reducing fishing mortality in order to inCrease ·spawning stoCk hiO'm:lss: 
under an assumed Ricker SIR relationship reducing fishing mortality should not be reduced too much, because 

· recruitmerit will decrease at larger biomasses·,, -white under an ·assumed Beverton-Holt SIR fimction there are-nø negative 
effects on ·e!xpetted tecruitment of reducihg. F_.and increasing biomass. 

Non-prif~metric furictiOnS tnay be· fegaJded· as filters or smOothers on the series of reCruitments as-'·fundion <of'the 
bi6mass: An example is k~rnel methods, :wh6re the.-eX.pected r~cruitment is a weighted avera:ge of obsd·ved recruitffients, 
theweighting being the nearness (Evans and Rice 1988, see Section 9, Working Documents) in the SSBs that gave'rise 
t6 each' recruhirient. Smoothers (like 'LOWESS) have coine into use fecently. :Although the hon-pararrietric ftlnctibh's' are 
not'defin,ed by ·a:ssuming an ex.plidt furictlml'~ ·.they still have Linderlying assumptions e.g. conCavity and' Smoothiu~~s;·· 'or, 
in the citSe o'f kern'el methdds, assunlptions abOut the ·weighting, which are necessary to fit a :Uniq-ue-· ·curve··tO the 
obserVaii.on poihts. lience; t~e final 'r~Sult a1So here relies both on the' data and the unOerly'ing assumptiorls._ 

The choice of function should be guided by bow the underlying assumptions conforrn With the assurned 'recru!'tment 
dynamics of the stock. Hence, to choose a Ricker function, one should have a clear opinion that the recruitment of this 
stock will actually decline at large SSBs. Ifthere is no clear indication of such dedine in the data, the Ricker cur\ie 'will 
nevertheless be "dri\ien by'the assumption that this is the case, and usually place the maximum withinthe observeit'tange. 
Thus, this function will tend to support the hypothesis that the present eXploitation is the optimal one. On the 'othei'harid, 
if the recruitment declines at higher SSBs, assuming a Beverton-Holt function will grossly overestimate the benefits of 
redUcing exploitation. 

Furtheitnbre, stock-recruitment curves may:be sensitiVe to new data ·on ·the outer edges of th~ distribUtion irl -the SCåher 
ploi. Pastoors and van Beek(WD' l) have'shown that the'Shepherd curve applied to North Sea plaice, is verysensitive'to 
new recruitment data of the most recent two year classes ( 1995 and 1996), which causes the top of the curve to shift 'to 
the left (see figure below). This is a well known phenomenon for stocks which have relatively little pattern in the stock 
recruitment data; 
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Same applications use the function in a specific region. Thus, the calculation of Fcrasn depends on the ,behaviour just at 
the origin, and calculation of equilibria on the behaviour of the curve just where the equilibrium takes place. The 

, ,~;:;timf3:tion o.f the func~ion characteristi~~. on .the pther hand, depends on the range _of observations at hand. In particular,. 
ifpoiqts .near the origin have never ~~en observed (i.e. the stock h~ not, collaB~ed), the slope at the origin is deri ved 
from the adjustment of the curve in a quite different region, and transferred to the. re'gion near the origin just through the 
underlying assumptions of the form of the function. The same applies at the other extreme. Therefore, the slope at the 
origin is virtually undefined unless there. are data from that region. Even !hen, o ne should bear in mind that stock and 
~cruitment numbers in å coll~p9e pha,Se uSiJall)i are poorly estimate~. 

An alternative to estimating the slope at the origin is to tind the smallest permissible values of the slope that are still 
consistent with the data at given significance levels. Bravington (WD 5) describes a likelihood profiling approach to 
estimating these minimal slopes for a non-parametric smooth, convex S-R relationship. The method has been applied to 
a number of stocks and may offer a u'seful- alternatiVe to more conventi'onal approaches to ·estimating the sl6pe at the 
origin. 

Even if there is a wide range of'.observations, the behaviour of the function in o ne region will depend on the data also in 
other regions. A WD by Ricederi:10nstrates !hat this dependence sometimes may differ from what one should expect 

'!ntuitively. It may be a rna~ter of c~ncern that the _Perception of the Fcrash relies on data frOm a period when' the stock was 
large, and vj~e versa. In this caSe, kemel methods io a larger extent gives local estimate_s. The behaviour of both this and 
of smqothedunctions outside and in the border ~f the region with observations is stilllargely driven by the underlying 
assumPti.on_s, ho~ever. - ' 

For simulations, the uncertainty of tt.e __ re~rl:litrnel)._t at given SSBs is as important as the ex.pected values. This uncertainty 
is caused by natural variations in t1ie reCnlirment, ~hlch is the prime interest of -the stochastic modelling, but also by 
uncertainty in the observations and in the ch<?ice of model. It may be feasible to express this in terms of stochastic 
parameters in the function. - · -. 

The stochastic element can either be expressed through a parametric distribution function, or represented by the 
collection of residuals. In either case, it is important that the term that is supposed to be random noise is uniformly 
distributed over the whole range of SSBs. This is because in simulations, !his element is produced by a rand om number 
generator, Without any prior knowledge of the prevailing conditions. Thus; ·if a·lognormal stochastic term around a 
function is assumed, differences in expectations and variance along the SSB-3.xes-·m:ust be included in the transform of 
the random term to the actual recruitment estimate. This may be done by adjusting the parameters in the stock
recruitment function. ·In that case, the functioncis a valid tool for simulations, but not the best deterministic stock
recruitment function. 

In some cases, there will be strong periodic variations in the residuals, which are often taken as influenced by climatic 
variations etc. Ifthere is good reason to belieye-that the periodi~ signal is real, it may be taken into accou~t.)n a model 
as an autoregressive function, the parameters of which may be estimated along with the other model parameters. There is 
a el os~. connection between the autoregressive coefficients and the power spectrum. The power spectrum should be 
inspe:cted to ensure that' the spedrum ~onforrn~ ~lth the assumed underlying cause before. autoregl-ession.is included in 
the model. ' . 

A broader discussion of stock-recruitment relationships can be found in the ComFiE Working Group report 1996 
(Assess:20), Section 5.4. 
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3.1.4 Time stability of reference points 

. The btim'ates Of referend~ p6ints deperid ·on the exj}tqitation pa:ttern, natllral mortality and groWth:· Thus th:eif n:UrileriCal 
Yalues· tend to change wben· the fiShedes and/of the enVironment change: Reference points thus need to be reviSed· 1 from 
time to time. 

To be precautionary it is p~rticularly important to revise Fum if the exploitation pattern shows a shift towards youi.ger 
age groups, in which case Fum will decrease. Shifting the exploitation tm-Yards older fish raises Flim• t.hereby fectu~lng-' the 
risk of exceeding it at a given leve! of F. Thus, in addition to scenarios implying changes in F, it would be useful to 
evaluate- scenarios in which the exploitB.tlOri Pattern is Chahged. 

' 

3.2 : P~ocess Used During the Study proup Meetingto Select Reference Points 
';-

The Study Group considered possible candidates reference points (such as Floss• Fcrash• Fmed• FMsy, etc.) based -~n 
1 

ihe 
int;ormation given in ICES Working Group rep9rts, in the reports of ACFM, and in a number of working, papers 
prepared speci~cally, for the Study Group. As requested in th~ terms of reference. the Study Group attempted to propose 
reference pqipts for as man y stocks as possible, but it was not possible to suggest reference point for all stocks, nor for 

. all Working Croups. The Assessment Working Groups have l:ieen asked in the terms of reference for their 19911 meeting 
to provi~e limit and prec~utionary reference points for all stocks. The reference points, proposed by the SGPAFM 
should be considered as first estimates and Working Groups should assess if they are adequate, and if not, make 
alternate proposals. The description of the process followed by the Study Group to se leet proposed reference' poihts is 
intended to hel p Working Groups in their selection of reference points to be proposed to ACFM. In order to implement 
the precautionary approach in 1998, ACFM rteeds to adopt reference points for all stocks. 

Biomass reference points, 
' -. - - ' . . ~-

In a ~ajority .of cases, Blim was se~ected based on an estimate of B1oss· In a few situ~tions where- recruitme;n~ p~:,~~~-: _SIR 
, p lot: increases with decr.eas,ng- biomass and th~n.~. appears to. be no danger: of recruitment failure at lo_~_,historical ,~;a_LUes 
of SSB, Blosshas been 4sed for estimating }?pa· 

When only B1,m was available from the abo,ve;· B,, was selected so that there is little probability that a bipmass estirnate 

which appears to be above Bpa will really be below Bnm· In this case, Bpa was estimated as Btim e- 1
·
64?

17
-where:<J<is-a 

measure of uncertainty in the total biomass estimate, typically taken as 0.2-0.3. 

Thi~ pro~eduie always gave ·at least BP~--r~--Soine Cases: Blim is-16ft undefined. 

; - ' ' -'·'1· _- ' -_ .:·, l.---- .. · ' ., l . - ' -- ; ' .' _. ·- _: ' 
. Ifthe MBALvalue previously defined by th~ rel~vant Workirig Group and/or ACFM was close to the calculated value 
ofBlim• then MBAL was taken as B1im· In a ff!w cas'es, MBAL Was close to the·calculated ·vallle ofBpa· In tho'se ~a~e~~-Bpa 
was set equal to the previously accepted MBAL. · ' 

Fishiitg mortalify reference points 

Fum has been taken from estimates of Floss or Fcrash when these did not appear unrealistically high estimates of the 
collapse fishing mortality. Jf Floss or Fcrash appeared too high or were not available and ifthere were indications that Fmed 
was not sustainable, then Fmed was c hosen as the estimate of Flim· In some cases F1im was left undefined. 

If there is no Fum and Fmod goes through a cloud of points which appears to come from the right-hand limb of a stock
recruitment relationship, then Fmed is used for Fpa. In a number of cases Fpa has been deri ved from the Flim estimate 

Fpa=Fnm e- L.
645 

a or as F1pg• where cr is a measure of uncertainty in the total F estimate, typically taken as 0.2-0.3 and F1pg 

where F1,, is defined as the F value having a to% probability of giving a replacement line above G1"" the slope 
corresponding to the lowest SSBs (see Cook 1998). 
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3.3 Stock by Stoc.k Limit and Prec·autionary Reference Points to be Considered by Assessment Working 
Group~ · · · ' 

The reference points S\Jggeste~ by the Study Gro,\'p are listed by Working Group,in Section 3.3.11. For some stocks, 
explanations are present.,<\ in the text.and in theJootnotes .to the list. For others, the, ~xplanation is on! y provided in the 
footnotes. . , . 

3.3.1 Deep-water fisheries resources 

' 
. Experience .has sho.wn that deep-water fisheries can develop rapidly and thatresources which they exploit may be 

especially vulnerable to overfishing. Species such ,as these may become deple!ed befare sufficient data has been 
accumulated to provide ad vice on appropriate management measures based on standard assessment methodology. There 
are generally .very few timeseries of data fro!TI the regular sampling of commercial landings, and basic statistics on 
patches and effqrt .are generally of poor quality or altogether lacking. It is therefore rarely possible to calculate the 
comm:on Qi6IogiCal ref~ferice points, and none_ are presented here. ll'lstead, an approach to making decisions, based on an 
index of stock size is proposed (Bell and Stefansson WP 4 ). , 

For many of these developing fisheries on previously unexploited stocks with low productivity, it is expected that 
biom~ss wil·l decrease ·more or less monotonousiY ovei, time. Af so'me _poirit, management will presumably wanf tO halt 
_the de'clirie"i~ biOm~sS. A simple rule would be to _Set __ next yeaes' quota as a funCtion of this year's catch and recent 
bioniass changes. The rule outlined is: · . 

Y,= Y,_1 *(l + g [(B,_1 - B,_2 ) lB,.,]) 

where: 

Y is catch, t is the yeru; for which the quota is to be calculated, and t-1 is therefore the year prior to that for which the 
quota has to be calculated. 

B is the biomass index such as from a survey or appropriate commercial CPUE. 

g is a proportionally factqr narned feedback ga(fj. A g of l means that the quota for next year is adjusted in direct 
'proportion to the chan,ge in biomass observed IJetWeen 13st year .and. the curreni year. · 

The effects of this harves! rule were studied by simulations using the methods ofBell and Stefansson (WP 4) and with 
the same stocks. This has the virtue that some· i~formation is available on the stock structure and population dynamics 
for these stocks, and hence there is a possibili!Y to e"aluate what the stockand yield trajectories corregpond to in terms 

. of biological reference points. 

In this scenario, ICES stock data for 27 stocks is used to first generate a run-in period using status quo fishing mortality, 
after which the feedback is introduced. The range of g used varied from 0.5-2.0 on all stocks. 

For each value of feedback gain several different quantities can be estimated. Some of these, are given in the text tab le 
below. It is seen that the average expected yield is maximum at g= l and declines on both sides white the probability of 
staying within the PA bounds increase~ .bul with the expected high variability in yields. 

' 

·. 

Gain . . 

• 5 . l .... l.S .. 2 • . .. 

Probability (%)of PA satisfied 13 32 73 79 

Probability (%)of recovery in LO years 3 12 .· . 35 46 
. 

Probability (%) of closure . o o 38 67 

Mean yield in 'fo of MSY 58 73 38 26 

CV ofyield 96 75 !57 205 
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Th,re is therefore a high probability of fishin9 over F""" if ljttle heed is given to. the. relative abunda~~e indices (i.e. 
g=0.5), whereas' tliis probability decreases considerably at g='l or more. Somewhat surprisingly, there isafairly high 
probability of adhering to the PA in terms of catches being within the precautionary region, once g reaches L5 or more. 
This is no doubt in part due to an increased frequency of closures (38% of all stock~years when g=1.5). There is as 
alWays ·~ome 'tra&~off b6tween yield andprobabilities. In this case, however, it would appear that g=l stiikes· 3n 
interesting bal'ance between yield, yield stability, few closures, yet considerable enhancement in probabilities. · 

As is to be expected, this procedure has low probabilities of stock recovery. 

Given the, assumed CV of 35% on the abundance index in the simulations, 1t IS not too surpnsmg that there is 
cOii_Siderahle'· vafHrhility in the behaViour -'of the· result.ing 1 catChes. Methods exist tO- sm6oth ·these ·reSul(Sl and 
~---~nd9rporatl0n of such smobthe~~ iS·a pro~sirlg area of fu ture wbfk. :-_::- ·) -, 

' ' ; : _- . - . ' . - l ! -~ - • • ' - - ' ' .- i • ' ·; .- • 

A natur~! ~xtension of the presented tests i~ to incqrporate the ideas of a precautionary _region throughthe use of 
, historical survey data. Wiih a time series of relative abundance indices it would be quite f~asiple to introdu~e concepts 
such as B1,m and B," between which there should be further reductions in fishing activities in such a fashion that'there is 
a cessation of fishing activities at Btim· - ' . : ' ' 

Mos~. im_imrtantly, howev~r, lt is quit~, dea(t~at: ~ _y~a'f~to~year decline: of many percent in re3.sonably r~liable~_.~t?'tk 
)ridices-,C~:qnot be-_s~stain~d for man y' de'cade~_:J~or a fiShery to be sustainable stock size cannot continuou-~ly _·ga dd_Wri.)t 
is equall)r 'clear that not Providing any advi'ce or management measures in the light of decades of 'stock dticline- is 
contrary to operating within the precautionary approach. · - '

1 

3.3.2 Salmon 

Bal tie Salmon. Main Basin, Gulf of Bothnia and Gulf of Finland stocks 

Baltic salmon in the Main' Bas in, Gulf of Bothnia and Gulf of Finland are under recovery plans. The obje~tiv~ bf the 
plans is to achieve 50% of maximum potential recruitrnent for each river by the year 2010. ·Escapement t'a[getS 'afe-Set 
for each river. B1im would thus correspom;l to the escapement needed to achieve 50% of the maximum potential 
recruitment for each river. · 

Re~earch on 'pOtential candidate referenCe pointS fot Bpa .ind Flim should be uhdertaken. One potentfal dmdidate fof -~pa 
could be the escapement needed to achieve';50% of the maximum potential recruitment b)t river, raised by a '':6'ad0r 
reflecting variance in historical escapement or returns to that river. One potential candidate for Flim could be the fishing 
mortality resulting ih· 50% of the maximum :poteritial egg production per recruit which would he obtained under: no 
fishilig mortalitji'[F(50%EPR)]. Because the·post~smoltmortality is highly variable, F,. could be estimated a:t 50% of-the 
maXimum ·potential egg production per -recfuit, but using the -upper quartile of-observed -post-smolt-·mortality.· This 
approach would require research to evaluate the consistency of the mortality-based reference points and the-escapement
based reference points. 

To summarize, therefore: 

(l) , Bh'm: Escapemeht- needed to achi~Ve 50% of rilaximum· -p-otential recrliitment by liver. 

(2) Potential F1,m: F(50% EPR) (modified eggs per recruit: from age structure of unexploited spawnets, l'ecutldity at 
age, average exploitation pattern). 

(3) Potential F,,: F(50% EPR) where post~smoltmortalityis sel to the highest quartile observed historically. 

North Atlantic Salmon 

For North Atlantic salmon, a "conservatiqn limit" based on BMsY has been proposed. BM~~ bas been defined as 
escapement heeded to achieve "target" ~gg deposition by river population. "Target" ·egg deposition by river population 
is not currei\tly estimated for all ri vers, hqwever. ''Target" egg depositionis a· function of tiver, area, "target" egg 
density, expected age Gomposition of spaw!ners and age~specific fecundity; It essentially corresponds to the carrying 
capacity of the. river. A consistent limit rdhence point would be Blim = 0.5 BMsY and B,. = BMsv.' Fishing mortality 
based reference points would be· a topic for ~urther research. 
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(l) Current B1;m: BMsY = escapement needed to achieve "target" egg deposition by river population. "Target" egg 
deposition by river population is not currently estimated for all rivers~ however. "Target" egg deposition is a function of 

. river area, "target" egg density. expected-age.;.composition of spawners.and age-:-specific fecundity. Alternative:· B1ini =· 0.5 

. BMsY. where BMSY calculated as: above. · 

(2) Current B"': Not possible in this context, because "target" already corresponds to carrying capacity of river. 
-Alternative:- Bpa = BMsY-' 

3.3.3 Baltic Fisheries 

For Baltic stocks most estima1es of Biological Reference Points were selected from Cook (WD 3). For comparison the 
estimates provided by the Baltic Fisheries Assessment Working Group (WGBFAS) (CM 1997/Assess:l2) were'taken 
into account. All proposed Biological Reference Points are presented in the list in Section 3.3.1 L 

Herring Sub-divisions 25-29 + 32 including Gulf of Riga 

•Over the last several years the observed mean weight at age of herring have systematically decreased. Similarly the 
natural mortality, part of which is caused by cod predation, shows a decreasing trend in agreement with the decreasing 
biomass of cod stock. These phenomena have to be taken into account when estimating Biological Reference Point. The 
estimates provided in Cook (WD 3) were obtained assuming mean weights at age over a langer time period (1987-
1996), and should be treated with caution, The Study Group suggests that Bum be set at 860,000 t, equivalent to B1,," 

and very close to the WGBFAS estimate of MBAL (834 kt) obtained using Myers et al. (1994) approach. BP, could be 
set at 1,200,000 t, below which recruitment appears to decline, and F.,. could, be set at O, 18 close to the WGBFAS 
estimate of Fmoo (0.19) equal the estimate of F1pg (0, 18) from Cook (WD 3). 

The Biological Reference Point for herring depends on multispecies effects (see Section 6). 

Herring in the Gulf of Riga 

Similarly as for herring in Sub-divisions 25-29 + 32, a decreasing trend in weight at age since the middle of the 1980s 
has been observed. Thus the Biological Reference Point estimates depend on the period over which, weights at age are 
averaged. The Study Group suggests Bum=B1,,.=34,000 t, Bp,=B5" 0 (which is defined as the upper 5th percenlile of B1,,. 

on the assumption that CV of the estimated biomass is 30% )=62,000 t, and F,.=0.31, a sustainable F according to 
ACFM. F1;", is left undefined. 

Herring in Sub-division 30 

The Study Group suggests F"'=F1..,=0.16, 

. · Sorat in Sub-divisions ~2 32 

In 1994-1996 the decrease in mean weight at age was observed. The natura! mortality is highly variable,reflectipg 
changes in cod stock biomass. The Study Group suggests B1;m=B1,,.=150,000 t, B,,=B5.30=272,000 t, and Fp,=0.32 which 
was considered sustainable by ACFM. 

The biological reference point of fishing mortality for sprat depends very much on predation by cod (see Section 6). 
When cod predation is low, Fon sprat can be higher than when predation by cod is high, 

Cod in Sub-divisions 22-24 

The estimates of stock size and fishing mortality are uncertain. Recruitment appears_to linearly increase with spawning 
stock biomass, as if on the ascending limb of a stock recruitment curve, The fishing mortality is apparently very high 
with F,,=,,=l.36. The Study Group suggest Bum=B1,,.=10,000 t, B,,=Bs,2tlodcF18-23,000 t and F,,=F1pg=0.60 with F1;m 
left undefined. 
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Cod·in Sub-diyisions 25-32 

· The stdck has reached historie highs during 1980-1984 but declined to its 1owest in 1992, but biomass increased·:again 
afterwards. Fishing mortality since 1993 has a1so increased. The Study Group suggests Bnm=Br,.,=79,000 t, 
B,,=B1,.=140,000 t, and F,,=F1,.=0.81. 

Data for 1976-1996 were used because assessment data prior to 1976 are of poor qua1ity and not re1iab1e,· Therefore 
they should not be used for BRP (Biological Reference Point) calculations. 

The reproductive success of cod in Sub-divisions 25-32 is highly dependent on environmental conditions and as a result 
two stock-re<;:rui(ment relationship can be identified: one for the period wjth good recruitment (years prior to J 982), and 
oneforthe.period of poor recruitment (since 1982). 

MBAL eva1uated by the WGBFAS using Ricker's S-R curve equa1'1,240,000 t and it is significantly higher than Bnm and 
Bpa• based on approaches used for other stocks in this report. 

The •depenØence of BRP, {Bio1ogical Reference Point) for cod on multispecies effects in the Ba1tic is described•. in 
Section 6. 

Cod in Kattegat 

The Study Grciop suggests B"m=B1,.,=7,000 t,' B,,=B5.30=13,000 t, and F,,=F1,.=0.60. The BRP for this stock should'be 
treated with 'cautioil due to unreporting dr landings in 1991-1994. ' ' 

Sole in Division Illa 

The stock recruitment curve is based on very short time series. It also may include data from two environmental periods 
and therefore it should be interpreted with care. The Study Group suggests B"m=B"'=800 t, 8"'=1,500 t, F1;m'=0.63; and 
F,,=FMsy=0.38. Tbese suggested BRP should be considered as preliminary and therefore subject to changes. 

·Flounder in Sllb'divisions 24-25 
:i 

The'Study'Group suggests B"m=MBAL=4,800 t, and F,,=0.42. 

3.3.4 Northern pelagic and b1ue whiting 

Norwegian spring spawning herring 

The Study Group suggests B1;m=MBAL=2,500,000 t, F,,=0.15, indicated by medium-term simulations ~nd. ~d()ptedby 
the Working Group, together with a catch constraint of 1.5 mill. tonnes. No Bpa or Fum are suggested.' Sirice ·this is-' a 
stock which is dominated by a few outstanding year classes, management discussions have concentrated on how fast it is 
3.dvisableto-deplete the present year dasses,-,.rather than on·hrirvest control rules that require a certain Bpa as trigg~r'for 
sp6cial · aCtionS.- · · · 1 

Barents sea capelin 

Management is by measuring the stock acolisticall'y, c·ompute' the loss· due to predation between measurem~nt ~rld the 
spawning season, and sel a quota as SSB-BHm· The fishery occurs only on spawning stock. Jf SSB < Bnm=500,000 t, the 
fishery is not opened. Other standard reference points are not considered relevant in this case. 

Icelåndic suffinler~Spawi1i~g· hemn·g 

This fish~ry has'been successfully mamiged by using F0" as a target for many ye'ars. Therefore, the Study Gtoup suggest 
F,, = Fo.l = 0.23, FHm = Fo.l el.645*cr = 0.35. Alternatively, F,",h is approximately 0.55 assuming a Ricke~ curve, or 
higher than 0.55 if other stock-recruit functions are assumed. 
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B1;m has not been suggested by the Working Group. It appears !hat the fraction of year classes being above the median 
rises quite sharply as SSB passes 200,000 tonnes, which makes this a candidate for B1;m· Raising this value by 2SD 
indicates a B,. of 300,000 tonnes. 

Capelin in the Iceland- Greenland -Jan Mayen area 

This stock is managed basically by the same principle as the Barents sea capelin, with the escapement of 400,000 tonnes 
for spawning as a limitation to the TAC. 

Blue whiting 

An SSB of 1,500,000 tonnes, representing approximately the lowest SSB on record, has been suggested as MBAL, and 
can be proposed as Bum·_.There is no clear trend· in the stock-recrui~ment relation, so Floss• which is approximately 0.32, 
could be taken as an F,;m. This coincides with Fm.",, which has been proposed by the Working Group as F".. Following 
the policy of this Study Group, F,, is suggested at 0.21, based on F ". = F1;m e -1.

645 cr, and likewise, a B,. of 2,250,000 
tonnes is suggested as B,,. These suggestions are quite arbitrary, and in particular the B,. and F,. should be evaluated by 
simulations. 

3.3.5 Other flsh and shellfish species 

There is a wide range of stocks and spee i es currently outside the main regional stock assessment process. This includes 
species or stocks which do not have TACs or which are not assessed at all, whether because they are of lesser 
importance internationally, or because the available data are limited. The list includes both fish and invertebrates. 

In principle a range of conventional assessment methods could apply to these stocks. or species~ but in practice the 
available biological knowledge and fisheries data will either be short-term, or not cotnprehensive. Because of increased 
commitment to adopting the precautionary approach in management, there is, however, a need to develop an assessment 
framework, irrespective of poOr data or limited biological understanding. This framework should provide a more 
rigorous basis for timely management decisions, and should identify specific objectives for increased data collection and 
analysis. In the langer term, it should also consider the contribution which these ot~er species make to the ecosystem. 

A few methods have been examined and analysis completed using several very provisional sets of data on other fish and 
shellfish just to illustrate the applicability of various methods or/and data requirements as well as interpretation of the 
analysis. At this stage it is, however, too early to make specific formal assessments or recommendations for management 
action. 

It is expected that by the end of 1998, however, there should be evaluations of the state of some stocks and fisheries 
including estimation of biological reference points, which are consistent with the precautionary approach. 

3.3.6 Southern shelf demersals 

Southern hake (VIIIc+!Xal 

The SSB has been decreasing almost steadily since the early 1980s with the lowest value observed in 1995 (around 
15,000 t) and a slight increase estimated for 1996. MBAL, defined as the SSB below which the probability of reduced 
recruitment increases, was set at 23,000 t. The Study Group suggests Bpa = MBAL = 23,000 t and B1im = B1ow At 
present, F96=0.24 > Fmed=0.23 > Fmu =0.16 > F10,.=0.l3 > F0.1=0.09 as estimated by the Working Group. The Study 
Group suggests Fpa=Fo.l=0.09 and F1irn = FpaeL645*cr = 0.13. Stock data and biological reference points are given in the 
figures on the followin& pag.e. 
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3.3. 7 Mackerel, hor8e niackerel, sardinlanll arichovy 

Southern horse mackerel (VIlle and IXal 

Since the shape of thestock-recruitrelationship below the historicallow SSB is unknown, a precautionary assumption 
about. this relmion would be a linear decrease in recruitment with decreasitig SSB below the historical low, and a 
constant recruitmentatthe geon\etrica\ mean above it. Thus, under this assumptions, the lowest historical SSB has the 
prqperties of a limit biomass (B1;m = 130,000 t) ahd the correspmiding F would appear as an Fum· This Fum value which is 
0.27, is well above FmM ~0.16 Whlch is an obvicms candidate for F,. for this stock. · 

The risk of reaching an SSB of 130,000 tina long-terrn at Fmu modelled as described in Skagen (1996) is much less 
than 5%. The precautionary range of Fs is therefore limited by the Fm~ and 'not by an F representing danger of 
recruitment failure. 

Sardine (VIlle and IXa) 

This stock has been considered by ACFM in October 1997 to be outside biological limits, with an SSB estimated in 
1996 at the lowest leve! of the time series (1977''-1996). ACFM advised a closure of the fishery because there are signs 
of collapse. 

The relation between SSB and recruitment appears almost linear, with two distinct periods on the SSB-R relation time 
series considered in the assessment of the Working Group, which seems to be correlated with cyclical environmental 
factors. There are also indications that success of recruitment have been affected since 1992 by changes on the timing of 
upwelling (Borges et al. 1997). 

the uhit stock-defined for·ass·essment purposes does not contain the sardine whiCh is distributed north of- the Cantabrian 
Sea (Sub-divisions Vlllb,a, Division VII). 

Recently there are strong indications of changes on the usual distribution patterns of· the sardine covered by the 
assessment and also on the component which is not covered by the assessment (Sub-divisions VIIIb,a, Division VII). 

' •These changes in distribution may affect the historical perception of the usual assessment in the ICES Working Group 
on the sardine normal! y occupying the Di vis ion ,[Xa and VIlle, in relation to the SSB-recruit estimates. 

Given the seriousness of the situation, the EU sponsored a special meeting with invited experts from Portugal, Spain, 
France, UK and Norway to update the state of the usual assessment and prepare information on the spawning grounds 
distribution, nurseries, adults and oceanographic systems. The EU requested ICES to update its advice in May 1998. 
Therefore the reference points are under revision and should be considered as provisionaL 

The WGMHSA suggested F,".,, as F11m equal to 0.34 and as a temporary F,, for rebuilding the stock half of this value 
was suggested. 

Anchovy VIII 

For small pelagics, sustainability requires that the choice of a reference fishing mortality should be linked to the value of 
natura! mortality: the higher M is, the higher the %SPR should be, with reference fishing mortality corresponding to 
SPR as high as 40% or .even in some cases 60%. A reference F,, for this popu1ation can be suggested at the leve! of 50% 

, of SPR, what seem to be. abou; 1.0 to 1.2, just at or below the average natura! mortality. However, taking into account 
the variability of natural mOJ;tality, the uncertainties in the assessment and the risk in the fisheries of the small pelagics 
of increasing the catchability at low biomasses, a minimum biomass should also be taken into account in managing the 
fishery. The .')tudy Group suggests thatB!im = 18,000 t, the minimum SSB over the past ten years, but has no suggestion 
for Bpa· . . . 

Northeast Atlantic mackerel (combined componentsl 

The MBAL value of 2.3 million t, which corresponds to B1,." has previously been regarded as a limit, b~low which 
~trang .fll:~asur~s were taker ~o bripg the stock above this villue. This, is ~uggested as a Bpa. A Bum carinot, ?e. defined in 

. this y&se. Afi~hlng mortal,ity at F0•1 = 0.175 h~ been suggested by the Working Group as a target, and can)e taken as 
an ,F,,. Jhe .. fishing morta]ity at which ·the dsk' p~stock depletion starts to increase in lang-term simulations is suggested 
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as a candidate F1im = 0.25--0.3 depending on the assumptions about uncertainties in the rnodels. Thi~ _i~. ~as~Ø. on an S~R 
relationship where R declines linearly to the origin below B1oss- : ' , · . ' · 

Western horse mackerel stock 

This sto~k is, characterised by infreque~t extremely large recruitments, Due to the short time series of d~ta and the 
presence of very few strong. year-classe~,,,it' i~ not possible to quantify stock-recruit relationships', MBAL defined as' the 

. ' - - ·-· ' ' ' : - '-' 1-.. -. -. 
SSB that produced the stroqgest year classin the time, series = 500,000 t Given the ex(reme dynamics of the stoc\< It, 1s 
inappropriate ·to ·attempt to calculaie FMsY,. Rmed. or F 1ow refe~ence points. There ar~ in~ufficient basi.~ in the · d~ta,to 
propose values of Bpa• B1im or Fpa· , . ' 

3.3.8, Joi~t ICES/NAFO harp,apd hooded seals 

Hooded seals (Cvstophora cristata) in the Greenland Sea 

In 1997 for the first time a pup production of this stock was estimated, Based on the data of an aeiial surve y ari estiJ'IIate 
of,25,300 pups was, deri ved. However, this was not corrected for tempora! distributions of births or for scatte,red 
dist~ibuti~n ofpups, Consequently no reliabl~ total st<;>ckestimate could be produced, , , ,i ' , 

Based on available information it is not possible at this time to determine limit and precautionary reference points for 
t)lis stock. 

:Comment 

Once revised estimates of pup production are available, an appropriate age structured population model can be 
deve]oped. The Working Group expects to..a,ecomplish this,' for the 1998 assessment providing a1so the basi~ ,for 
determination of limit and precautionary reference points. 

Haro seals (Phoca groenlandica) in the White Sea and Barents Sea 

Total productioli, the popu1ation dynarnics including naturalqwrtality rates are not.known, Therefore no conveotiqnal 
estimation of stock size is 'possible, An estimate of 700,000 individuals for the total stock was derived from simiJar 
pinniped populations in other areas, Only one estimate ofpup production exists which was provided in 1997. The data 
oftwoaerial surveys were evaluated resulting,in 100,000 pupsproduced in 1997. 

Uricertainties are existing- in stock size estimate and·. population ·dynamic paramete'rs. The level -of by-catches. ,yru;ied 
considerable in certain periods and is considered uncertain. 

The growth rate and maximum length,of individual seals decreased over the period 1960 to 1990.An increase,of age at 
sexual maturity from about 5.5 to 8.1 years was observed over the same period. 

Based on available information it is not possible at this time to determine limit and precautionary reference poi~.t~;:: 

Comhlents 

The Working Groupstated that a take of'40i000 individuals may not be sustainable considering a pub pr6ductkin of 
''l 00;000 \ndividuals. The Working Grotip, however, provided no other argument for that conclusion except the'decrease 
in ~rowth ·rate, nlaxirriUm length- arid iilcreas~ in age· at-··sexual ffiaturitY over the-recent decades.-

An~ge st~uct~red populatioh modelwill be available for the 1998 assessment. Then there is å biisis for dete~minatiori of 
limit and precautionary reference points. 

Ham seals (Phoca groenlandica) in the Greenland Sea 

·The laststnck ~ize estimate was obtåi~ed in 1991 and presented in the 1993 ass~ssment. Based on mark-recapture data 
pup production in 1991 wa.S estimated to,57,000 individuals (95% confidence interval: 46,000-69,000). Incorpiirating 

•. these estimatesirito a population .model resulied in an estimate 'of l+ population of 285,000 'jndividuals (95% confidehce 
, 'iriterVal: 220,700-345,900), Based on tag returns up to and including 1995 the 1991 value was re-evaluated as 67,300 
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individuals (95% confidence interval: 56,400--78, 113). However, there was no new estimate of pup production since 
1991 and hence no estimate of current stock size is available. 

·Based on only one assessmenLand _;a; time series of- catches it is noL,possibJe._.to determine limit and precautionary 
reference points for-this .stock-unless new-assessments are available. 

Comment 

Catches since 1991 were less than 10,000 individuals with a declining trend due to reduced effort. There is no awareness 
of any major event affecting'the-stock a"dversdiy since the 1993 assessment. However, there is no basis at this time to 
prove that a le vel of catches of less than 10,000 individuals is sustainable. 

3.3.9 Panda/us borealis in Divisions Ula and IV a East 

The range of SSBs is considerably more limited ( 12,500--24,200 tonnes) than that of the estimated recruitment (0.73-29 
billion individuals). The Ricker stock recruitment curve bisects the c)oud of points with the data straddling the apex 
rather than being distributed on either limb as is often the case. The vertically elongated data cloud with no points atlow 
SSB, makes estimating Fcrash imprecise thus Floss is. suggested as Ftim· FcrasJJ is estimated to be l.S, with Floss as 1.26, Fo.t is 
0.8 and both FMSY and Fmed are 1.0. Fcurrent is 0.74. 

Due to the lack ·of detailed age structure inforffiation, the uncertainty measure is the higher of the two cr=0~30 is Used. 

Using Floss as F1im and following, using Fpa :::::'Fiime-1.645*0' = 0.77, close to Fa.~o suggesting that Fa. 1 is likely to be 

precautionary. Fpa is above Fcurrent· 

Using B".= B1u.el.645*a gives a BP, of20,500,tonnes. 

SSB"R for Pandalus borealis 
in sub-area IV and, division llla 
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3;3.10 Nephrops and cephalopods 

The Study Group does not suggest reference point for Nephrops nor for Cephalopods. A Study Group on Nephrops will 
meet during 1998 which is expected to consider precautionary reference points with particular consideratimi-to the 
speciallife history characteristics of Nephrops. The same approach should apply to the Cephalopods. 

3.3.11 List of reference points 

Biim ('000t) . Bua ('OOOt) 

NWWG 

Iceland cod 

Iceland saithe 

Greenland Halibut V+XIV 

Earoe saithe 

Faroe>Plateau cod 

Faroe liaddock 

WGNSSK 

Plaice in Ula 

NS cod · 

NShaddock 

NS whiting 

NS saithe 

NS plaice 

NS sole 

Plaice in VIId 

WGNSDS 

Cod in VIa 

Haddock in VIa 

Whiting VIa 

Saithe in VI 

Cod in VHa 

Whiting in VHa 

Plaice in VHa 

AFWG 

Cod in I+Il 

Haddock in I+Il 

Saithe in l+ Il 

WGNPBW 

Norwegian SS Herring 

Barents Sea Capelin (SA 
Div. Ila West of S"West) 

200" 
f 

f 

70" 

21" 

21" 

f 

66• 

60" 

240" 

80" 

no• 
25" 

5.6• 

14" 

22" 

15" 

Il" 

6" 
f 

f 

138" 

25~ 

89" 

2500j 

I+ Il, ex el u ding f 

Icelandic Summer-spawning herring . (Div. 200 i 
Va) 

Capelin in the Iceland-East Greenland-Jan f 
Mayen area (SA V and XIV and Div. Ila 
west of S"West) 

Blue whiting combined (SA I-IX, XII and 1500 j 
XIV) 

18 

3oob 

1so• 

70" 

wob 
40b 

35b 

24" 

1501 

1501 

3sob 
150; 

30oi 

3s.i 
8b 

2si 

Job 

nb 
35i 

wi 

9" 
F 

sooi . 
1401 

!7oi 

F 

500j 

F 

400j 

2250b 

Ftim Fpa 
i·; 

_1-f' 

f .4on 

.47d .23e 
f .36e 

.28g .2oh 

f 

f .30 

f .68e 

.901 .64P 
f .64P 
f .83c 

.63d A oh 

A od .30° 

.ssd ASP 

.54d .400 

.75d .50° 
f .70 

f .70° 

.46d .25-.30P 

0.86e .62h 

f .84e 
f .44e 

.46g .33h 

.35g .25h 

.36g .26h 

f .15 o 

f f 

.35 w .23v 

f f 

.32 d.g .21 h 



Blim ('OOOtl Bpa ('OOOtl Flim Fpa 

WGSSDS 

Western Channel Sole (VIIe) 1800 a 2500 b,j 0.28 d 0.20 h 

Western Channel Plaice (VIIe) 1300 a 2500 b,j 0.72 d 0.52 h 

Celtic Sea Cod (VIIe-k) 7000 a 10000 b 0.77d 0.55 h 

Celtic Sea Whiting (VIIe-k) 13000 a 18,000 b,j 1.25 g 0.90 h 

Celtic Sea Sole (VIIf,g) 2000 a 3000b 0.44d 0.32 h 

Celtic Sea Plaice (VIIf,g) 1000 a 1,400 b 0.56 g OAOh 

Northern Hake 119000 a 166000 b 0.27 d 0.19 h 

Angler (L pis) in Vllh-k and VIIIa,b 37000 a 52000 b 0.50 d 0.36 h 

Angler (L bud) in Vllh-k and VIIIa,b 33000 a 46000 b 0.16 g 0.12 h 

Megrim (L whiffj (VIIh,c e-k) 63000 a 88000 b 0.38 d 0.27 h 

Bay of Biscay Sole 7200 a 10000 b 0.56 g OAOh 

Southern Hake * 15000 a 23000 b,j 0.13 d 0.09 h 

Southern Megrim (L whiffj 700a 1000b ·OA7g 0.34 h 

Southern Megrim (L boscii) 3400 a 5000b 0.44d 0.32 h 

WGMHSA 

Southern horse mackerel (VIlle and IXa) 130a 274 0.27 0.16 X 

Sardine (VIlle and IX a) f F 0.341 0.17 y 

Anchovy (VIII) 18 a 36 f 1-1.2z 

Mackerel (combined Southern, Western f 2300 a,j 0.25-0.3 0.175 V 

and North Sea spawning components) 

Western horse mackerel (Ila, IV a, Vb, VIa, f 500 F f 

Vlla-c,e-k, VIIIa,h,d,e) 

WGBFAS 

Herring in Snb-divisions 25-29 (including 860a 1200 i .31 .18c.o 

Gulf of Riga) and 32 

Herring in Gulf of Riga 34 a 62s f .31 1 

Herring in Sub-division 30, Botbnian Sea f F f .16° 

Sprat in Sub-divisions 22-32 150a 272 s f .3i 

Cod in Sub-divisions 22 and 24 lOa 18-23 s f .60o 

Cod in Sub-divisions 25-32 • 79a 140 u f .81 o 

Cod in Kattegat 7a 13 s f .60 o 

Sole in Division IIIa .8 a 1.5 .63 .38r 

Flounder in Sub-divisions 24-25 4.8j F f .42 
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(a) Lowest observed SSB (smoothed or B1",). 

(b) B,,;B,~me 1.645*cr 

(c) From Ric.ker curve 

(d) F,o.,; F,im 

(e) Fmed = Fprecautionary approach 

(f) Not defined 

(g)F mol ; F,im 

(h) F -F. e-1.645*cr pa-hm·. 

(i) Decline in R 

(j) B,,;MBAL 

(k)F,,;Pre-defined; Fmol 

(l) F1im= Fcrash 

(m)For consistency with other stocks 

20 

(n) Deri ved from adopted/evaluated HCR 

(o) F,,;F'" 

(p) Consistent with B,, 

(q) Period 1982-96 

(r\F,,; FMSY 

. (s)B sJo 

(t) Sustainable F (ACFM) 

(u) B,,; B '" 

(v) F"; Fo.I 

(w) F,im; F,,el.645*cr 

(x) F,,; FMAX 

(y) F,,; y, F,im 

(z) F,,; Fso%SPR 

*This reference points may change after the 
next assessment when new information on 
growth and maturity at age will be included. 
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4 GUIDANCE ON REFERENCE POINTS . 

· 4.1 Guidance to Working Groups in the Selection of Reference Points and their Future U sage :i ! ' ' . -

The definitions of Fpa• Flim• B,, and Bum must be unambiguous and operationally useful for the assessment Working 
Groups and for ACFM. Normally only F,, and B,, will be used operationally by ACFM, but Fo;m and Blim may be derived 
'for the purpose of calqiiatiO:g F,; and'B," and in exceptional circumstances they may be used to formulate advice. Note 
that ~here tieed riot be 'a' difect idationship between the inembers of the·pairs Fpa and Bpa• or F1im and B1im• in othef Words, 

· -~pa doeS n'~t represent the equilibrillm biomass c'Orresponding to "Fpa· 

The- S:åPAFM iS suggest{ng limit and precautio.nary reference points ·for a n~her Of stocks. However, assessment 
Working Groups need to make informed judgements about whether or not the proposed precautionary reference points 
are sensible. In order for ACFM to implement the precautionary approach in 1998, Working Groups meeting during the 
year rpust propose precautiortaly reference· pointS at their 1998 meeting, for ACFM's consideration. 

' 
4.1.1 Fishing mortalit)' reference points 

Flim is a fishing mortality which should be avoided with high probability because it is associated with unknown 
· population dynamics or stock collapse. There are very few stocks for which Flim is accurately known. Same stocks in the 
1CES'area·havecollapsed in the past when fishing mortality exceeded Flim• but generally Speaking, the fishing niortality 
rate at which the probability of stock collapse becomes unacceptably high remains :unknown. Therefore, there are 
uncertainties in the estimate of F1~m, and there are also uncertainties in estimates of current fishing mortality. In order to 
have a high probability that fishing mortality will be· below F;;m, a.precautionary reference point, Fp, lower tha~ F;;m, is 
defined. Used as a constraint on fishing, Fpa is designed to ensure that there is a high probability that F1im will be avoided 
and that the spawning stock biomass will remain above the threshold below which the probability of good to average 
recruitmene is· ctecreased. In other words, Fpa is a- device to ensure that recruitm(mt overfishing does not take Place: Flim 
and Fpa rna y be set in a variety of ways, depending on available' information: -

F;;m: will generally only be used for calculation purposes to arrive at F,, and it will generally not be provided in 
scientific ad vice, nor used in management actions. Flim might be set with reference to Floss• Fcrash or Fmed· If Floss or Fcrasll 
'appeal" to be reliable estimates of a collapse fishing mortality, then either can be· selected as F;;m· lf neither is' available 
a:nd lliere' is ·any-·doubt as to·whether- Flned is· si.Jstainab1e (see Figure below), thfm Fmed ·can be taken ·as F1im· For stocks 
where the'fisheries are not currently managed •according to the precautionary ap(iroach and where the exploitation rate is 
'very high, Fn;" may appear'in the advice as current fishing mortality may be close to that value. 

··Fpa: is the llpperbo.undori fishiri.grnortality rate to be used by ACFM'in'ptovidingadvice. Fpa•_ given uncertainties, must 
have a high probability of beirigbelow F;;m; and it must have a high probability of being sustainable based on the history 
of the fishery; i.e. it should be set in the range, and imply a biomass, withinthose previously perceived to be acceptable. 
;F,, should also be chosen so that the corresponqing equilibrium biomass is above BP'' with high probability (say 9 out of 
)O years) when fishing is held constant at F,,. Working Groups may need to make appropriate calculations to make !his 
determination. Fishing mortality rates in exces's ofF,. will be regarded as "overfishing". F,, might be set with reference 

to Fme:d• Flim• FMSY• Fa.lo etc. IfFJim is available then Fpa could be defined through Fpa =Ftime-1.64s•o- (where cr·is a measure 
of uncertainty in the total F estimate, .typicall~ taken as 0.2-0.3) or as F1pg where Fopg is defined as the F value having a 
l 0% probability of giving a replacenient line above G1.,., the slope associated with the lowest SSBs. If there is no F;;m 
and Fme:d goes through a cloud of points which appears to come mostly from the right-hand limb of a stock-recruitm~pt 
relationship, then Fm". ~an be used for Fpa. If an accepted Fpa exists, then this should only be changed if there is 'a good 
· reason to do :SO. · 

This procedure always gives at !east F,., therefore, FHm could be deri ved using the reverse proced~re described above, 
l ' ' • 1.645*Cf 

that IS: Fnm=Fpae . 

lf selected appropriately, and if adhered to as a. maximum fishing mortality rate, Fpa would general! y be expected to 
maintain ~he stock within safe biologicallimits. 

4.1.2 Biomass reference points 

Stocks may become depleted due to reduced recruitment even if fishing mortality is successfully maintained at or below 
Fpa· Furthermore, efforts to restrain fishing below Fpa may not be successful and biomass may decline as a result. 
Clearly, therefore. in addition to a constraint on fishing mortality. it is desirable to have a biomass-based constraint to 
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prevent stock decline to values where expected recruitment is low .or unknown. Whereas Fpa· de fines· an ."overfish~ng 
threshold", a definition ofwhen the stock is regarded as being in a "depleted state" is also necessary. A threshold in this 
respect, Bpa• needs to be ~et -to enst,rre_ a. high pJobability of avqiding reducing the stock to a point, BH,m at:_ which ~e 
probability of recruitment failure is high or the dynamics of the stock are unknown. B1,m and B,. may be set in a variety 
of ways, depending on available information: 

, Bu.,: wilLgener,ally on! y )le used for calculation. purposes,, to arrive at B,., ,because management wiil e~ure a ~igh 
.probability tpat lhmis av~ided; it will generally not be provided in scientific advice, nor used in management.a~~jqns. 
B1im might be set with reference to B1oss· If there is no obyio,us ~~~didate for Blim• consider a robus_t estim~t,e o( thy_:low~st 
observed biomass (norrnally an average of those, perhaps omitting any clearly outlying values) and call this B10.,. U se 
B1oss as Bum• if there is any indication of reduced recruitment at this low biomass or if the stock biomass_ hqs_ yaried over 
a Wide f~J?-~e-of valu-es. · · · , · . · 

8.,: is the· bi~mass below which the stock would be regarded as potentially depleted or overfished. ri, is t~e. biol!\ass 
threshold below which fishing mortality may need to be reduced below F,,. It should be sel to ensure a high probability 
that Blim is not reached; it might be set with reference to Blass• Bum or previously defined MBAL. Use_Blossas Bpa ifth~re 
is no indication of recruitment reduction at low biomass (e.g. the entire range of S-R points has a negative slope). 

When only B1;mis available from the abbve, seleci B,, so that there is little probability that a biomas~ estimate' \(<hich 

appears ~~,·b~ a,bove Bpa.win real1y be_ below B:iim· In thi~ case, Ose Bpa = Blim e 1.
64scr where O' is, a:measure ~{~n~ert~i,~ty 

, in the total.biomass estimate, typically taken as 0.2-0.3. 

~iS procedure-always gi~es at Ieast-Bpa• therefqre, B1im = Bpa e-J.645cr. 

- -!-' . l - ' • ' 'i 
Jf ari exis~ing_ MBAL is el ose_ to Blim or Spa as defined above, then ibis might be_ subsiitUted to maintain con~i,steri~Y- 8.nd 

· ·aid COffitnunication, so long as its use d6'es· 'not :comproinise ~e choice of f~a· _,- . · ·:· '
1 

. 

4.1.3 F,, VS B,, 

-Wh~n fishing_at:_a more- or less constant :value, _th~ s~o~k would. be exp~cted to.fluctuate around ~ stabl~':.f(q:u~Jibfi;~m 
point. White the true displacement of the S\o.ck from the equilibrium point will depend on a numbe1 of factors a!)q.will 
b_e ,heavily influenced by recruitment :variabnity ,, the estiqmtes ,of the di~placement- will also <;iep_e_nd on un,cert~ai9~~~_s. in 
the data and assessment results. Clearly, if the population cycles about an equilibrium, it. will reach low value~,from time 
to time. It is important that, during periods when the stock is in equilibrium but below the average equilibriUm point 
correspoi)ding to F,., unnecessary managemem, ,action not by triggered. The implication of t\Jis i~ that B,, should not be 
too close to the norrnallo\v points of populatfon tluctuations otherwise ad vice for changes in management re~ponse will 
occur frequently. This is undesirable if, ove~all, the stock is b9ing fishe<! appropriately. As a rule of thumb )trriigpt'be 

. de~irable to ensure tpat measured biomass during normal tluct~ations when fishing at F,, only falls bel o':" B,; ~bojJt ane 
year in .ten. If the i'1'plied equilibrium biomass is sufficiently high, if F,, is appropriately sel, and if it is adeqgately 
implemented, there will be a low probabiliiy th~t B,, will ever,be reached and therefore ahtgh probabilitythat s;~, ,Vill 
be avoided. · · · · 

4.1.4 seiection or'limit reference points and precautionary reference points 

.'I:he., ~aii4HY· Of F1ass' Fmed.and :~tti~r statistics _aS. pre~autionar)r or llmit r~ference points d~pends on !he ~i*ory- ~{~p.e 
fishery. the guidelines above .for fishing mortality and biomaSs reference Points serve as a startillg point., Asse~~ment 
W or king Groups, aware of stock and fishery details, rna y well make case-specific adjustments as appropriate; taking 
acc9u~t, for exarnple, of multispecies considerati?ns (see Section 6) or technical interactions (see Section 7). As far as 
possible, however, following the guidelines will result in a consistent and simple way to impletne~t scheme. · 

:.i 

Working Groups should also calculate other biological reference points for the purpose of "groundtruthing" the 
· precautionary reference points selected above. In particular, FMsY, BMsy,Fo.r. F~, F35%SPR (the fishing mortalityi, in 

spawner per recruit calculations, providing 35% of the spawning stock biomass per recruit at zero fishing mårtahty)'tnay 
be useful for comparison. 
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4.2 Framework for Advice 

. : _,;, .,_ ;''._..... ! ..... ,: •i' 

Ad vice from l).CFM will be constrairied by F,, and B,,. If fishery rrkim!gement decisions lead to F,, being exceeded, 
then -this would be regarded aS oVerfishing and nlanag~ment would not be regal-ded as consistent with a pretautionaiy 
approach. The development of a management plan toteduce fishing mortality to no greater than F,, would be advised. If 
no such plan were develope4, ACFM would generally advise that management was not consistent with a precautionary 
approach. 

Because F,, would be sel such that B,, were tinlikely to be reached, and because B,, is chosen to provide a high 
probability bf avoiding recniitment failure, if SSB were to fall below B," ad vice to reduce fishing mortality would be 
likely. ThiS'would depend, however, on whether'or notF,, were also being'exceeded and on the prognosis for SSB 
tfends and the probability·ofrecovering to above B". in the short term.· If SSB were predicted to remain below B,, in the 
short to medium ter'm, the development of a recovery plan would'be advised. But in general, B,, is the biomass threshold 
triggering advice fOr a reductidn in F to a value beloW Fpa· 

·F,, and B,,·arethus the main devices in ACFM's frarnework for providing advice. They are thresholds which constrain 
·'ad vice or'which likely trigger advice for the implementation of management/recovery plans. Jf the development of plans 
were proposed, fishery marlagement agencies, scientists and perhaps other parties Would need to work together on their 
development. Such plans might in volve explicit harvest control rules: or sets Of decision rules. If the development of 
plans were recommended but not taken up, ACFM would have to advise that management was not consistent with a 
·precautionary approach. Jf plans were developed and not effectively implemented, again the advice would be that 
'management- was not consistent with a precautionary approach. 

· Note thatifa stock is regarded as being ir\ a depleted state, or even if overfishing is taking place, the development and 
effective implementation of a plan which is regarded as sufficient to reduce fishing mortality to no higher than Fpa and to 
rebuild SSB to above Bpa• within a "reasonable" period, would satisfy the condition that management were consistent 

-'With a precautionary approach. 

43 Prec3.utionary Science 

With respect to stock assessments, the "precautionary approach" should be restricted to the selection of biological 
refere'nce p'oints, not to their estimat-ion, nor to data fitting or other procedures in -stoC:k assessments. In other words, 
estimates of assessment-related quantities shoul~ be "best estimates'', not "precautionary estimates". For example, if 
stock-recruitment data ilre fitted by two different theoretical curves; the fit chosen for further calculation should be based 
on scientific arguments, nOt on which~curve'has- the most precautionaiy interpretation: As in other scientific· circles, the 
term "scientific arguments" refers to statistical methodology, biologicål knowledge, relationship to ecological theory and 
so·on. 

It is poor scientific practice to deliberately bias estimators which are supposed to relate to biological entities. 
Neveitheh~ss, it is imperative-'that an)'evaluation of risk (and determinatioh offelated biological reference points which 

· ;avoid high risk) take into- account'possibilities such as the- fact that assessments ni3.y be overly optimistic -and that- some 
stock-recruitment curves show maxima outside the range of the data· and thus 1'ead to results which can- be ·considered 
highly suspect. It is particularly important to clearly deal with the latter since this can have a major effect on results from 

---evaluations~ of management · strategies. _ In partieular, fitting to non-iriførmati ve stock _and· recruitment data rna y well 
indicate that recruitment will increase dramatically at low stock sizes or that Fcrasll is unrealistically. high. 

In such -instances good scientific judgement should- first be used in order- to determine whether hetter estimation 
· techniques are possible•. Results from such exercises should be clearly documented and should never be associated with 

the ''Precautionary approach•',: since the PA appJies to management and not to:scientific estimation. Alternatively·, the 
best-tining estimates can be used in spite of the fact that they result in unsupported extrapolatio·ns. In such cases :it is 
imperative that a clear record be kept of relevant quantities such as the probability that the stock falls below its historical 
minimum in simulations. Such documentation allows tabulation which cle_arly illustrates how sensitive the interpretation 
of the results is when extrapolation occurs. 
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5 GENERIC FEATURES OF HARVEST CONTROL RULES 

The objective of this Section is not to impose harvest control laws for the management of all stocks for which ACF'M 
giv~,~ actviCe. In,Stead, this Section is int~~ded to continue ACFM's deliberation~ on the formulation _of,:liar~est·, d6ntfol 
rul~~. w~ere: age'ncieS have_ asked us to provide ad':ice in t~at form. ·' ' . 

5.1 What is a Harvest Control Rule and Where Does it Fit in the Precautionary Management Process? · 

Th, harv.est control rule is a form of thet decision rule. defined in ·the FAO guidelines on the pre<;autionary appro~ch 
(FAO, 1995a): ''specification of bow pre.agreed management actions will respond to estimateq or perceiv<;d.sta\es.of 
nature," wh_ere "states of nat:ure" are defin~d to include biologjcal cqnditions of the .stock ~s wel,r as ec<,>,nomic -condi~ions 
of the industry and environmental.conditions, The rulejs embedded in the management procedure, defined .in .the ,FAO 
gui4~1irws:.as:- ~·a d~scriptioq of the data to colle.c~. hqw,to analyse it, and ho~ the .analysis tra~slatys i_nJo actiQfl:S· .• ,' _The 
recovery plan is a specialized decision ru le which applies when the stock is outside safe .biologicallimits, · 

The :specific:ation of pre-:agreed managementactions in;response to fishery conditions is an important ~lement:ofthe 
precautionary approach. Pre-agreement ens\)t:es that=m~nager11ent will be able to act quickly in respofls_e. tO~ .ch~ni}.ng 
conditions. Otherwise, if conditions change, ~management ptay _delay actions_ until ,consensus is reach.ed. In_ the __ C~~~_.of 
deteriorating conditions,. the result could be too little, too late. . , . " 

'l"! 

The FAO guidelines recommend the ·development øfdecision rules in the management planning stage,, and the 
involvement of industry, conservation and other interested groups at this stage. After decision rules-are formulated,_,the 
management plan should be shown to perform effectively, exhibiting robustness to uncertainties in statistical estimates 
related to. stock status, ,jn ~nvironmental trends, in .dynamic behaviour of harvesters and in manager~· ability, tq,c~a.nge 
hrn:yest levels (FAO, 1995a). 

If decision rules are not specified by managers, "precautionary analysis requires that assumptions be ,made-,;;tb9ut,ilhese 
specifications, and that the additional uncertainty resulting from these assumptions be calculated. Managers should be 
advised that additional specification of targets, constraints and decision rules are needed to reduce this uncertainty" 
(FAO, 1995a). Finally, decision rules are implemented as part of the management procedure. · " 

Anofue~, approaph -is f~r the management coi)1Jll~nity to. sped fy performance criter:ia for P.arvest con tro l_ iul~s.-.-~t .the 
ou_tse,t. These performance cr~teria wquld cot;ttainpre_cautionary components, t;mtcould.also cc;mtain econo~ic .9~---s~Cial 
C()~ponents to be included once precautiqnary- biological constraints we~e met. The fisl;leries science -CQffillll.Jl1ity :wo1.1ld 
evaluate the performance of various alte~natjve. harvest c,ontrol rules. Thus, pre-agreement would be-;foc~s!ed: ~:m-,the 
performance, ·qiteria rather -than any particu~ar ~ontrol rule. By extension, if a harvest control rule met the,,pre-3.gr~ed 
performance criteria, the action associated with the h~est contra l rule could be assumed to be agree~ble as w~ll., A 
form of this approach is used in the International Whaling Commission revised management procedure. 

In practise,- under either.approach, more- inter,action. bet.ween fisheries scientists and managers_ will be requir~d j_n pr_(}er 
to develop an understanding of what. consti~utes appropriate ,performance criteria and specific pre-~greed manag~Iflent 
actions that wou!d satisfy the performance,criteria. 

5.2 Characteristics of Harvest Controli Rules and Recovery Plans Based on International Agreements and 
Technical Const.iltåtions d •J ·fl 

Cur:rent international agreements and consultations- atlow conSiderable flexibility- in: the form. of harvest_ control·,rules. 
Theifollowing characteristics· of harvest control rules and recovery plans are based on Article 6 and Anne~ !LøHhe UN 
Agreement (United.Nations, 1995), the FAOiCode of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (FAO, 1995b),,and,the FAO 
guidelines(FAO, I995a): ·,;">"i 

· l. i·PreCaU.tion·ary harvest con tro l -rules are pre:..:negotiated· or ·pnb-agreed. 

2. Precautionary harvest control rules implement management action without del a y. 

3. Precautionary harvest control rules ensure that when limit reference points are approached, they are not exceeded or 
have a very low probability ofbeing exceeded. 
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4. Precautionary harves! control rules are appropriate when threshold reference points are reached, especially in cases 
in volving high risk, lo avoid reaching limit reference points. 

5. · Precautionary recovery plans are implemented imrnediately to restere stooks to levels consistent with previously 
agreed precautionary 'referenCe ·points. 

6. · Pr6cautionary recovery plans should allow the achievement of desirable outcomes (i.e., with respect to limit 
reference points as minimuin rebuilding targetS) in less than !Wo or three decades. 

5.3 Performance Criteria and Harvest Control Rules 

In the ACFM context, it may be productive to begin to elicit performance criteria to determine exactly what managers 
perceive as "precautionary ", in terms of acceptable le veis of risk and impacts. Performance criteria may contain more 
components than just precautionary el6inimts bruied on biological criteria. 

The. precautionary component of the performance criteria could resemble that hot ed in B utterworth and Berg ( 1993 ): 
agreement that application of a precautionary dec!sion rule would haye the "probability of less !han' X% of reducing the 
resource below Y% of K within a period of Z years." Performallce cilteririn for a precautionary recovery 'plan would be 

. an X% chance of stock sizes above the limit reference point and Y% chance of stock sizes above the threshold point 
after Z years of implementation. 

An example of a_ pre_cautlonary criterlon fq~ .m~n.agement might be ''p_~obability or" less than 5% of n~~dUcing- the resource 
below B v.:ithin .10 YY'\fS." Additional criterla. co~ld be included crinditional on meeting the precautionary ones, e.g. 
"int~r-annual changes ,it:~ catches of 1Css than X%." · , 

There may be several different harves! control rules which meet the criteria listed above, but with, ,additional 
characteristics which may be desirable or undesirable to managers. (One can asser! that managers likely do not care 
about the algorithm for setting .TACs as a function of uncertainties, stock conditions, _et~·- if the results are acceptable in 
terms of criteria on.~h~ch managers agree,) The_process of devCtoPing perfoi'nlance criteria·and harvest control rules 
will invoive new. forms _qf intera~tibn betWeen managers and fishery scientists. The p~oceSs Will_ not- ne:cessarily be 
achieved quick! y. It will, however, lead to pre-agreed actions, implemented without ,delay, consistent with the 
precautionary approach. · · · 

5.4 Defining Harvest Control Rules 

Given the flexibility in· the d~finition of harvest c<,mtrol rules as decision rules, we are allowed a Wide latitude in their 
. specification. Formulation of generic harves! contra l rules are unlikely, because data are not of uniform quality for all 

stocks, and because of differences among biological and management systems. Up' to six different cmltrol rutes operate 
in the man~gement system in the US EEZ portion ofthe North Pacific, depending on what types of data and information 
are available for the stock (Tbompson and Mace, 1997). 

l - ·' ·' 
Harvest contra l ruies may be thought of as having two precaUtionary components: a functional fonn relati'ng current 
stock status and reference points to catch; and the actual specification of the reference points or other relevant 
parameters. The two components act together to determine the degree' of precaution afforded by the rule. There are 
interactions between the acceptable probability of overfishing, the consequences of exceeding limit reference points and 
the action to be laken when the stock is overfished (Rosenberg and Restrepo, 1996). For example, an aceeptable 
probability of overfishing could be higher if the action to be laken when the limit is exceeded is an immediate and 
drastic reduction in ··catcheS, rather than :a reduction which is phased in over a long time period: An acceptable 
probability of overfishing could be higher if the probability of poor recruittnent increases slightly in only one year, 
rather than a significant increase in the probability of recruitment failure. 

For recovery plans, guiilelines for maximum time horizcms for recovery vary from two to three decades (FAO, 1995a) to 
ten ye3rs to not· more than one generation (maximurn- age in the unexploited stock) longer than the time needed for 
recovery under a coinplete closure (Rosenberg and Restrepo, 1996). Timing for recovery plans should vary as a function 
'of li fe hish:liy charåcteristics of the stock and p:itterns of recruitment variability. 

Kirkwood and Smith (1996) categorize decision rules based on whether they use future information (i.e. incorporation of 
feedback on stock status over time), designating as non-precautionary rules which, are not alter ed by fu ture data and 
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imalysis: The ,feedback strategies can also, be categorized based on whether they are adaptive (i.e. , wheth~r the 
management strategy is like ly to provide additional information about the system). An additional dimension ·Of decision 
rules involves the extent to which they are stock-size-dependent: in those cases, catch quotas are prescribed based on 
current-estimates of:stock status. These;rules can take the--fonn of.constant catch, constant For constantesca,ptfment;,or 
variations thereof. While same strategies rna y pro vide maximum catches and minima) risk to stock siz~ •. ,c~tc~~,~ ffiay 
fluctuate highly from year to year under those strategies. They describe additional variants in which absolute or 
prop0rtional changes in catch quotas fro!" year to year are limited, but note that this is at the expense of fl,exibility to 
reduce catches in the face of deteriora~ing stO<;k conditions, f!.Od .so is. less precautionary. Rules ma)r also incorporate 
uncertainty in stock size estimates, so that catCh limit~ 'ar~ reduced ~hen stock size estimates are uncert3.in: Tb-e:råle that 
precaution should play changes as stock status moves from limit levels to target levels. 

5.5 Examples of Harvest Control Rules 

Same harvest contra! rules described by theStudy Group ?nthePr~cautionary Åpproach toFisheryMa~~gem,ent 
(SGPAFM) (1997) have involved reductions in fishing mortality rate from F,, to zero as stocks decline from 
precautionary le veis of spawning stock bio!l)ass (B,,), to Bum· Thus, the rate of reduction in F is proportional to .the 
d~(ferenpe between Fpa arid O, and the· diS.tiOpe· between Bpa and B1im· When the· stock biomass is above BPa,_ ~s-hi'ng 

. m6ryali~Y.: r~~-e cannot exceed Fpa· ThiS_ instif~:s that the Stoc~ remains within a ·precautionary· regioti. Othe;r ·forins-·of 
har.vestcontrol laws based on these parameters could be forritulated,' with different behaviours. For exampl~, teduction 
in F could be gin at le veis above B,., which would slow the rate of reduction in F. ·· 

One yariatjon on the ru le would allow only: li_mited perc~ntage reductions in catches from year to year. This would be_ of 
interest. if,)orexample, large and i~edi_at~ catch reductionS we_re required ·at the b~ginlling·of imPiemeritation-Of a 
recovery plan, but those changes would be destabilizing to the fishery, Exarnple simulations have shown th.it as 
allowable c bange in catch from year to year increases, the probability th8.t a rule' Iileets precau'tionar.Y Criteria increases. 
Alternative targets also exhibit different probabilities of meeting precautionary criteria. Allowable increases in catch 
mti.:Sl be.Hmlted at the·s·ame nite·a:s allOwable ·decreases iri'otder to be'preCautionary. 

~here only an index pf biomass and ~atch data are 'available, simple harvest contra! rules can be formulated which 
t,mde'r sOme_conditioTis ca~ stablli:ie c3tch_I~_vels and h8.lt stoCk declirl~s. For exampte;-' next yeat's· ·quota coilld be s~t ·a·s a 
(url~tion of thi~ 'year's quota al,l-d receni bfo~ass. ch~nges. Jf a times sefies o(cåtch (Yt) and a comrnercia:Ior s~rvey 
CPUE index (Bt) is available, then the r~le could be summaiized as: 

Yt = Yt-1 [I + g ((Bt-1 -B t-2)/Bt-2)] 

wheJ;e g, i~ a feedback gain term. Jf the biomass fell below a liii]it reference point, the fishery wouldbe closed. While this 
r~l\!-,InaYnot

1

perform w~q uncter same circumstances,_:a simple 1feectback ~ethod to reduce c'atch by the s·arne·percentage 
'3.s .the qbs~rved. reduction in the abundanCe index will perfonn better than no measure at-all. 

,·[ -··' : ' ,.- l ; 

Alt~~atively, simple use of Fpa a~d Bpa as bi~Jogical reference _points would not imply_ the use _of a parti~_u~af. ~.ir~est 
control rule. U se of these parameters alone would not be precautionary without spedfic pre-agreed imrnediate' aCtions. 
Tho~e re~e,rence points define a maximum all~_wable ~atch which could b~ taken under any particular stoc~ situ~tion. 

5.6 Related Aspect,s of Harvest Control Rules 

' 
Jf a: •stock is depleted, or even if overfishing is ,taking place; the immediate .development a~d implementatiqn. o( a plan 
which is sufficient to reduce fishing mortality to no higher than F,, within a "reasonable" period, and to rebuild S,SI;I to 
above Bpa•:.Would-satisfy the condition thatm~agemeqt wer!! consistent with aprecautionary approach. . 

It has been widely recognized that ability to reduce fleet capacity is a critical element in implementing the precautionary 
approach (e.g. FAO, 1995a; Mace, 1996). Consequently, management based only on harvest control measures cannot be 
considered- -p'recautionary·-unless cap:;teity, co1;1tr9l · measures ar_e, also in place. Otherwise, implementation err.o_rs.-n:tax far 
outweigh any other uncertainties in data,_ .model structure or .analysis. Moreove:r, excess cap.acity rna y alsq. :rn*-e 
precautionary recovery plans difficult to implement when stocks are already beyond safe biological lirnits, pres,um~b!y a 
highly risky situation. If complete monitoring--and stringent enforce~ent is_in effectj however, overcap~city would~_not 
necessarily compromise management efforts, and implementation errors Could be significantly reduced. . 

The precautionary approach emphasizes a .pro-active. perspective. Befare a depleted stock become rebuilt, m~nagers 
should develop consensus about performance criteria for decision rules to apply when the stock reaches Bpa· This would 
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' also. allow pro-active opportunities for implementing a cap on fishing capacity as stocks are rebuilt to more productive 
levels. This approach is advocated by the.Canadian Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC) as part of its 
criteria for re-opening fisheries that have< b0e~1,Riq,s.efl.\ not only 111~sq\w.,stpck be in healthy condition, but the re-opened 

. fishery must operate in, a ''conservationist" m;lnner: keeping fishing.mortality low (Serchuk et al. 1997). Sjmilarly, it 
may be easier to develop a recovery plan Jor. stocks while they are within safe biological.limits. The most problematic 
case is the development.of a_,re_coveryplan.while-the. stock is beyond safe_,biologicallimits,.because in many cases the 
difficulties may ultimately be due to overcapacity and implementation error rather than a technically acceptable harves! 

. conl!'ol rule. (Fro'!' a precautionary perspective, inability to. identify an appropriate tru;get reference point is less 
,problem~tic if threshold referencepoints are avoided with high probability under a management procedure and harves! 
control rille). 

Xirkwood and Smith. (,1996) conclude that the concept of precaution should be broadened from the prevention of 
overfishing leading to stocl10 collapse, to the maintenance of a flexible, resilient fishery including biological, ecosystem, 
fl.eet and. manag~m~nt institution aspects. This alternative perspective emphasizes reversibility of biologi~ al changes and 

. reversibility and flexibility of fleet effort patterns and management decisions. Under either concept of precaution, 
effective implementation of harvest control rules for many stocks critically depend on co-evolution of complementary 
management structures. 

6 MULTISPECIES CONSIDERATIONS 

The Multispecies Assessment Working Group at its meeting in August 1997 evaluated if and how multispecies 
interactions may effect biological reference points (Report of the Multispecies Assessment Working Group. ICES CM 
1997/Assess:l6), Although the Working Group stressed that further work is needed before the implications of 
multispecies interactions for precautionary approach is revealed the Group was able to demonstrate that multispecies 
interactions have direct effects on biological reference points, and on responses of populations to rebuilding strategies. 

The importance multispecies interactions may have on reference points can be illustrated by the multispecies forecast 
model developed by Henrik Gislason and presented at the meeting of the Working Group on Ecosystem Effects of 
Fishing Activities in November 1997 (ICES CM 1998/ACFM/ACME:l). The model includes cod, herring and sprat in 
the central Baltic and produce medium-term predictions of biomass and yield of the three species, The model is 
available in three versions: a) classic single species version; b) ordinary multispecies versjon (with cod as predator on 
herring, sprat and young cod and with constant weight at age for all species); c) extended multispecies version with the 
mean weight and maturity at age for cod being predicted as a function of available food (herring, sprat and other food). 

In the single species version recruitment are modelled by Ricker curves for all three stocks. In the multispecies versions 
recruitment of cod at age O is assumed to be directly proportional to .the, sp~wning. stock biomass. Cannibalism 
subsequently changes the number of survivors at age two. The resulting stock-recruitment relationship is very sirnilar to 
the Ricker model used in the single species version. 

Figure 6.1 
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Percentage deviation from average weight at age of cod in the Baltic, 1977-1996. 
Data from ICES CM 1997/J:2. 
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Figure 6.1 shows howthe mean weight at•age for cod ages 2-4 has changed in the·period 1977 to 1996. In the extencled 
multispecies version these chailges in- growth of--cod; is simul:ated by assumed weight to be direct proportional to··the 
amount· of food available. The biomass of other food is modelled by a Fox type surplus production model. The 
para:nieters in 'the growth :triodel was chosen to gi ve; in the status -quo situation, weight at age corresponding ·to the1values 
used ·in- the single Species versiO'n. Mati.lrity ogive ,is estimated as a functiori of mean weight at age. '!n,the' 'classic 
multispecies· vers i ort the amount of othe:r food is assunted to be' constant irrespective of changes· in cod bimhass: 

The exploitation patterns for the thtee stocks are the same in all three versions. The leve! of exploitation is controll~d' by 
two "effort" variables' (cod effort and pelagic effort)' and 'fishing mortality at age is estimated by muliiplyii:ig the 
exploitation pattern with the "effort" value. · '' ' · 

Theaverage• yie:Jdand SSB of cod as function of cod "effort" keeping the pelagic "effort" constantis shmJn 'iii Pigure 
6.2' foi eaCh of· the thi-ee VersiOns: In åll :·three situations SSB · increase as -effort decrease. The :increase<iS !<Jribst 

~ ptoilounced- iri the Single ·,species version·; leSS in the ordimiry multispedes versio"n, Where cannibalisrri. coilnterabffhe 
inc·fease in recfUitmerit_and even less ill·;thB extended:rrlUitisiJecies version where the increase-in hiomass'is-counte:raeted 
by both cannibalism anti a decline in mean weiglit. 
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Figure 6.2 Average SSB and yield of Baltic cod predicted by the single species, ordinary multispecies and extended 
multispecies versions of the spreadsheet modeh 

Figure 6.2 shows that the yield as function of cod effort for constant pelagic effort varies considerable in the three 
versions. The largest variation in yield is observed in the single species version while multispecies interactions as well as 
variation in mean weight damp the change.in yield. 
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Combinations of,effort levels in the cod and pelagic.fisheries .in the Baltic resulting in equilibrium 
SSBs above 10% of the unexploited SSBs for cod, herring and sprar. (a-c) Predictions assuming 
single species, ordinary multispecies and extended multispecies model structure. 

! Figure 63 shows plots of regions of combined co.d and pelagic effort that produces spawning stock sizes of the three 
stocks above or below.IO% of the unexploited ~SBsin each of the three versions. The. 10%, is arbitrary chosen and 
.should not be take~ as a recommendation for Blim' The unexploited SSBs are calculated by setti~g the. effort in both 
fisheries to zero. For cod the unexploited levels ofSSB are 2.0, 1.4 and 0.9 million tonnes in the single species, ordinary 
multispecies ~nd extended multispecies versions, _li~spectively. The. present level of _"efforf' is indi~ated on the plots. 

In the single species version (Figure .6.3a) the biomass of cod is independent of the pelagic effort and opposite for 
herring and sprat. The herring SSB drop below the 10% leve! at a pelagic "effort" of app. 2.5 times the present. Sprat 
stays above the l 0% leve l within the entire rage of pelagic "effort" applied. For cod the present "effort" is el ose to the 
o ne that reduces SSB b\'low the l 0% leve!. 

In the ordinary multispecies version. the interaction between cod as predator and the pre y stocks herring and sprat is 
clearlyreflected.(Figure 6.3b). The limits for the pelagic species become curved, meaning that ;the leve! of pelagic 
"effort" that can be· eJOerted without reducing the SSBs .below the 10% leve! is depending on the cod "effort". With.high 
cod "effort" the pelagic stocks can sustain a relative high effort without dropping. below the limit SSB. A high cod 
"effort'' will reduce· the cod stock and thereby reduce the predation on herring and sprat lea ving more of the pelagic 
production for the ·fishery. For c od the re is very little change in the effort leve! at which the stock falls below the 10% 
leve!. 
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In the extended multispecies version all le veis at which the biomasses drops below the hmits are curved. If the pelagic 
"effort" is high the cod can sustain less mortality befare it dechne below the biomass limit. This. is d.ue to a reduction in 
the growth of cod and a corresponding decline in maturity ogive. This means that a reference F for cod will depend on 
the state of thecpelagic stocks and visa versa. 

The preHminary results of the work so -f~r carried out on the impact of multispecies in~efa:ctitlh on Pi.olOgical reference 
points indicate that: 

• biomass limit reference points differ in single and multispecies models. 

• ifpredation is increased the prey stock can sustain less fishing mortality befare d(oppingbelow Bum· 

The Study Group finds that the work described gives a very good indication ofthe likely iinpact Of multispecies 
interactions on biological reference points. In the discussion the question ·was. faised ·hQ"W incørp-onltion of growth 
changes in the extended multispecies version would effect the suitabilities. Change in groWth of cod Will most likely 
affect the predation mortality and it was not clear if the expected changes in suitabilities had been incorporated in the 
model. It was suggested that to include growth change in multispecies models a size-based model might be (llore 
appropriate than an age-based model. 

The Study Group recommends that possible effects of mUltispecies interaction should be taken into account when setting 
biological reference points. The Study Group is, however, not at this stage in the position to give firm recommendation 
on multispecies Tefe~ence point~_for speCifiC-S1ock complexes. 

7 MIXED FISHEIUES' 

The Study Group was. a~ked to consider the implications of a precautionary appro'\ch and harve~! control rules in 
relation to mixed fi~tleries a,rld technic~ :inter~ctions. The Gro up was on ly able to -~ndertake a brief_discussion of these 
issues and sa was uriabh~-tO proVide-_a-·Comprehensive evaluation of this specific Tefm or-Reference:~ H:Owever, many of 
the conclusions out(iried iP the -B.bove SectiOO on multispecies interactions are: alSO Of- rel~vance to inixed fisheries and 
technical interacti6~s. __ fOr- :example~ the existence of technical interactions: irriplies- the-~- need to de fine biological 
reference points in -a:n ecøsystem: or at least a multispecies con text, the need -to .sf1edty biological reference points for 
non-target species, and the need io consider changes in demographic parameters in terms of their effects -on the validity 
of estimates of biological reference points, particularly those based on equilibrium assi.lmptions. Due to technical 
interactions (and/or multispecies considerations), there may sometimes be a need to restrict entire fisher-ies to fully 
protect specific components. I~ fact, lllultispecies considerations and technical interactions are part of the reason ~ why 
many people now be heve that single-species 'FMsY should be considered limit reference points rather than'•larget 
refeterice Pbints (see discussfo'll elsewhere). 

Multispecies considerations and technical interactions are also part of the reason why it may not be feasible or even 
practical to construct geiteric control rules. Case-by-case development is required. In fact, ideally, colitrol rules sliould 
bemultidimensionatEstllnates of-F pa• Bpa• Film and s;;mror··ea:ch -stock of concern should be conditional on.- the status•of 
the other stocks in the assemblage. If a Recovery Plan needs io'be developed for one stock in a multispecies asse'mblage, 
then in order to en sure recoveri of the stock ·of concern, that Plan should incorporate actions for all other (relevant) 
species· in'the assemblage. Far· t~o-species' contiol where there: are technical intei"actions between- the two·;spech~s. 
fishing could proceed at rates appropriate to each species individually if both species are above their respective Bpa· 
However,· if ·ane species :_falls below 'its ·BP~• then fiShing: mortality rates rna y need- to be reduced for ~both ;speci'es 
simultaneOusly., 

Another important factor of relevance to mixed fisheries is the need to take into accotiilt the' ·abillty of fleets -to ·switch 
between stocks and the possibility that "latent" capacity may be mobilized in response to fisheries regulations and/or 
matkets:::RedUetiOns in quotas fOr ·ane species may result ·in increases in fishing. pressure.-on_:.-other spf:cies .. :Quota 
redlittiOnS in·· combimltion; With techrtic-al interactionS -rna y- also .result in increased discarding _and :increase&.c:r:yptic 
'mortality, ·both of which may be difficult to measure and incotporate into stock assessments. Of particular re!evance· to 

' the ,.dema'ndS. on stock as·sessment a:ctvice is the· situation Where · reductions in quotas on traditional·-,species· :re·sult' -in 
vessels •switching effort to less-exploited and less well"known stocks, for which the scientific community inairhave to 
pr6vide pronipt; guidance befare sufficient · demogtaphic informatiøni is available; Scientists need ·to :consider · the.'wider 
system effects of their advice, as do managers. 
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In partictilar, fleet capacity needs to be considered'on a multi"f!eet'(i.e. system-wide) basis. Many fisheries professionals 
consider that fleet capacity is solely a management issue, and should not enter into scientific debates. Y et, fleet capacity 

. has profound effects on the quality and. credibility Ofithe,science<and<demands on the science, as well as the management 
system. Overcapacity exacerbates a number of problems of relevance to fisheries science and management, including 
challenges .to _the, vatidity of: the scie~ce; pressur~. qn -fisheries -111anagers to J)l!lke risk prpne management decisions; 
pressure on politicians to support calls for increased TACs and related measures or to provide financial bail-outs to the 
fishing industry to en~ble t~em _to , __ "survive" until stocks reb.uild; pressure to increase access to controlled access 
fisheries; increased- nionitor.ing, surveillance and enforcemenf c·osts - or inade·quate monitoring. surveillance and 
enforcement - because the incentive to circumvent regulations will increase as the average economic viability of 
individual fishilig enterprises ueclines; reduced ·quality of data needed for stock assessments and 'evaluation of 
management actions; and an atmosphere of distrust between scientists, managers, fiShers, -and -environmentalistS. 

Control offishing capacity is an integral part of the FAO Code of Conduct and other international agreements. Because 
of such agreements, and for practical reasons, harvest Ccintrol ruleS cannOt be considered to be precautionary unless· they 
are imbedded in a management procedure that addresses fleet capacity and other relevant issues. It is impossible to 
avoid considering fishing capacity as a fundamental element of the pre:CautionarY approach. 

Inclusion of multispecies considerations, technical interactions, habitat considerations, other ecosystem considerations, 
and uncertainty generally demands a greater degree of precaution in fisheries. In addressing Terms of Reference 2a and 
2b, the Study Group did not take account of multispecies or multi-fleet effects. In contras!, in some instances, ACFM 
ad vice has taken account of such effects. 

Consider a simplistic .harvest :contr:ol _ru le_ where :f:'urge1 = F pa (or Fwge1 is. same_ function of Fpa), ,p is reduced when biomass 
declines below B"., and fishing ceases when biomass declines to Bum· A similar type of control rule is assumed to apply 
for a fictitious cod stock and a fictitious haddock stock, ex.cept that the absolute numerical values of the various 
biological reference points may vary between the two, species. 

If there are technical interactions between the two species, then the harvest. control rules. for each may need to. be altered 
depending on the status of the other (Ta; Target; C; Cod; H = Haddock). 

8 FUTUREWORK, IMPLEMENTA TJON OF THE PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH 

Further meetings of the SGPAFM do not appear to be necessary in the immediate future. A Dialogue Meeting is planned 
for January 1999 to discuss, among other things, the implementation .of the precautionary approach with fishery 
management agencies. 
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APPENDIX l 

CHECKLIST OF CHARACTERISTICS OF PRECAUTIONARY ASSESSMENT (FAO 199Sa) 

Consideration of: 

l. Ui1certainties in :data 

a) Estimates of abundance 

b) Mddel structure 

c) Parameter values used in model 

d) · Future envirOnmental conditiQU's ' . 

e) Effectiveness of implementation of management measures 

tY Fllture econOmic and social cOriditions 

g) Future management objectives 

. ' ·h) Fleet capacity:and behaviour 

. . ' '• 

2. Alternative hypotheses, about ullderlying biological,:economic and social processes 

a) Depensatory recruitment or other dynamics gi ving rapid collapse 

b) Changes in behaviour of the fishing industry under regulation 

c) Medium-tenn changes in environmental conditions 

d) Systematic underreporting of catch data 

e) Fishery-dependent estimates of abundance not proportionalto abundance 

f) Changes in price or cost to the fishing industry 

g) Changes in ecosystems caused by fishing 

3. Response of system to range of alternative management actions 

a) Beyond 1-2 year short-term projections 

b) Assumptions about management objectives and associated increase precaution 
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APPENDIX2 

SOME BASES FOR HARVEST CONTROL RULES IN FAO CODE OF (:ONDUCT FOR RESPONSIBLE 
FISHERIES AND UN AGREEMENT RELATING TO STRADDLING FISH STOCKS AND HIGHLY 
MIG RA TORY FISH STOCKS 

The basis for harves! control rules. is found in Article 6 and Annex ll of the• UN Agreement relating to Stradqling Fish 
Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (1995) and the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries. The FAO 
Code 'of Conduct state's 'that: 

"When precautionary or limit reference points are approached, measures should be taken to ensure that they will not be 
exceeded. These measures should where possible be pre-negotiated. If such reference points are exceeded, recovery 
plans should be implemented immediately to restore the stocks." 

In Article 6, Application of the Precautionary Approach, 

"3 ........................................................... In implementing the precautionary approach, States shall .. .. 

... (b) apply the guide)ines set out in Annex Il and.,determine on the basis of the best scientific information available, 
stock-spec'ific reference points and the action to be taken if the y are exceeded ... 

"4. States shall take measures to ensure that, when reference points are approached, they will not be exceeded. In 
the event that they are exceeded, States shall, without delay, take the action determined under paragraph :l·(b) 
to restere the stocks." 

In Annex Il, 

"4. Management strategies shall seek to maintain or restere populations of harvested stocks ... at leveiS consistent 
with previously agreed precautionary reference points. Such reference points shall be used to trigger pre-agreed 
conservation and management action. Management strategies shall include measures which can be implemented 
when precautionary reference points are approached." 

"5. Fishery management strategies shall ensure that the risk of exceeding limit reference points is very low. If a 
stock falls below a limit reference point, or is at risk of fall ing below such a reference point, conservation and 
management action should be initiated to facilitate stock recovery." 

"7. The fishing mortality rate which generates maximum sustainable yield should be regarded as a mmtmum 
standard for limit reference points. For stocks which are not overfished, fishery management strategies shall 
ensure that fishing mortality does not exceed that which corresponds to -maximurn sustainable yield, and that 
biomass does not fall below a pre-defined threshold. For overfished stocks, the biomass which would produce 
maximum sustainable yield can serve as a rebuilding target." 

Subsequent guidelines on the precautionary approach (FAO, 1995) indicate that the precautionary approach requires: 

"b. prior identification of undesirable outcomes and of measures that will avoid them or correct them promptly; 

c. that any necessary corrective measures are initiated without delay, and that they should achieve their purpose 
promptly, on a timescale not exceeding two or three decades; ... 

e. that harvesting and processing capacity should be commensurate with estimated sustainable levels of resource, 
and that increases in capacity should be further contained when resource productivity is highly uncertain." 
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APPENDIX3 

EsthnatingMSY for poorly investigated'stocks 

Several empirical formulas have been developed with the objective of providing a first 'rough' estimate of MSY from 

limited data.' Garcia, Sparre and Csirke (1989) suggeSted two alternative ways to estimate the potential yield of exploited 
' ' . 

fish stocks; these are derived from the Schaefer and Fax surplus production models respectively. Bbth dssum~ that 

av~rag'O biomass B , and current yield Y are available. 

y 
The Schaefer model relates CPUE to effort as, -=a+ bE where E is effort and a and b are constants. To obtain an 

E 

estimate of the maximum sustainable yield, yield is first expressed as a function of effort, Y = aE +bE' 

TtliS parabol
1

a has a maximuin w~en dY =a+2bE=0 
dE . 

a . . . 
i.e. Em,y =--and an equivalent yield, MSY, fourid by 

2b 

. SOlVifig, ro?JS)' ( a) (. a•)' a
2 

=a 7 2b +b ~ 2b =--4b 

y - y 
As E = = the Schaefer made l can be rewritten as B = a + b = . 

. B B 

so'tvingfor a and b we have: 

··b=--··-·-· =B~a ~. and a=-2bE=r ==\s-b) 
. d - ('B) i y ' 

2Em,y Y . · B 

-2 

a= 
B 

and b = 
2BE,;,,y -Y 

, : , al ' 
Substituting for a and b in MSY = -- we obtain 

4b 

Both the Schaefer and Fax models further assume that natura! mortality, M, is known and that there is a relationship 

between M and E msy of the form E msy = kM where k is a constant. Therefore when E msy is not known it may be 

-2 
M 2 B 

replaced by kM , or in the special case where k = l by M, MSY = If the stock is unfished, i.e. 
2MB-Y 
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E=O Y=O B "; B, this funher reduces to. MSY = _M_B_, . This latter form was first proposed by Gulland 
2 

(1971) as away of estimating maximum sustainable yield. 

To investigate the applicability of this formula,· virgin ,Biomass, Bv, and Maximum Sustainable Yield was calculated 

using data provided to the Study Group and assuming a natura! monality ranging from O.l to l. A Bevenon Holt stock 

recruitment relationship was Used to calculate Bv and MSY shown in the tab le below: 

M FMsv Bv MSY Gul land Gulland 

(0.5) (0.2) 

0.9 0.39 4,187 580 1,884 754 

0.8 0.46 6,844 1,004 2,738 1,095 

0.7 0.51 11,060 1,612 3,871 1,548 

0.6 0.53 18,017 2,474 5,405 2,162 

0.5 0.53 30,097 3,703 7,524 3,010 

0.4 0.49 52,580 5,507 10,516 4,206 

0.3 0.42 98,915 8,310 14,837 5,935 

0.2 0.34 212,319 13,137 21,232 8,493 

0.1 0.23 618,705 23,375 30,935 12,374 

The relationship between MSY .1:·.' .,.,, estimated using the Gulland formula is shown in '"' 'ie•:re at the end of this 

paragraph. In each case the latter overestimates MSY by a factor close to l when M is low (0. l) and rising to 3 at high 

values of M (0.9). Beddingron and Cooke (1983) drew similar conclusions from simulation studies. Replacing '0.5' by 

'0.2' results in lower estimates of MSY (overestimation only occurs when M exceeded 0.9). Such an adjustment retains 

the simplicity of the Gulland formulation while also incorporating a conservative estimate of MSY. 

25,000 -
~ = e M .. o_ l 

o 
20,000 J: 

el! 
c 15,000 o .. - • .. 
> 10,000 -.. • !Il -> 5,000 • 

U) • ::;; • •• o • r ---, 
o 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 

Estimated MSY (Gulland's Form ula) 
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APPENDIX4 

4.1 Considerations on Sustainability 

A basic objective oHisheries management is that Stock collapse should be avoided.ln fact; an y population, regardless of 
how lightly it is exploited; has a finite probability'of extinction. No management strategy can guarantee that a population 
will not collapse. Defining safe biologiCal' limits is therefore an exercise in trying to define biomass thresholds below 
which it is considered that the risb of stock collapse are too high to be acceptable. This is difficult to do because if a 
stock has never ·collapsed (and fortunately most haven'!) then it is virtually impossible to specify the conditions under 
which collapse is high ly pro bable. A common rule of thumb used in the past was to exarnine the time series of spawning 
stock size and determine the lowest spawning stock size from which the stock had been seen to recover. However, the 
observation that: the,--stock has: recovered once does -not mean it will recov_er- again from the same spawning r stoc.k 
biomass. 

More·recentlythe idea'of safe biologicallimits has been developed in the context of the PrecautionaryApproach. This 
changes the emphasis from trying to identify dangerous exploitation• regimes to trying to keep exploitation• away from 
regions of unknown, and possibly dangerous, exploitation. For stocks with a long measured history of exploitation, this 

· effectively means trying to keep the stock in the region where-exploitationis known to be "safe". This avoids the need to 
define areas of exploitation which are known to be. dangerous and for which there are rare ly• adequate data. A Jramework 
which illustrates .this problem is shown below. This shows the stock recruitrnent data partitioned by thereplacemen.t .line, 
G1oss•:in the. region of the lowest observed biomass. B1oSs; Replacement lines (and hence ex.ploitation regimes), to the .le.ft 
of the line result in unknown population dynamics. Før lines to the right of the partition, something is known of the 
population dynamics, and where there is no eyidence of recruitment failurein, the data, this region can be considered a 
minimally safe region._. Where the stock recruitment data do _show evidence of. recruitment failure,. Gtoss -.is an 
approximation of Gc:rash• the replacement line at which stock collapse is expected. Here there is more knowledge about 
th,eregion where stock col,lapse.can occur. 

_For_ many-: stocks there will be insufficient data,,for- G1oss to make"a meaningfl).l distinction between "known" and 
· ·~unknown" regions of:population_dynamics. In:these cases there may.be .reasons to choose limit values which ·allow a 
. larger probability of exploring regions of unknown population dynamics. This might occur, for example, in a relative! y 

new fishery exploiting a·hitherto lightly.exploited .stock 

Replacement lines are identified above in relation to the stock-recruit data. It is possible to calculate the fishing 
•mortality.rate associated ~th !hese lines given e~timates of the exploitation pattern, growth rate, natura! mortality and 
maturity"'Thus it is possiple to find.values off\ 90r:responding t\l,G~o.,and G,=h,_'I;hese values will often be thevalues of 
Flim delimiting the region of pararneteJ; space where .fishing is considered safe ... 

!!l 
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Spawning Stock Biomass 

An examplc oft)pical stock: recruit data where therc is insufficient information 
to dcfine the recruitment function near the origin (dotted line). G_. is the slope of the 
stock-recruitmcnt function at the origin and is the replacement tine which would lead. 
to srockcollapse. G._ is the replacemcnt line wbich gives an equilibrium at the lowes[ 
observed spawning stock biom.ass. 
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APPENDIX5 

5.1 Alternate Text for Guidance to Working Groups 

Fishery management is about ·managing the ;aativities of humans,:not those of the fish. Therefore, the .scope for action,. in 
.a precautionary approach, is mostly concerned with ensuring that the fishing mortality which is the re~ult: of human 
actions does .not exceed a certain undesirable threshold. Accordingly, in identifying .reference points to \)e use\1. i~. t!J.e 
precautionary approach, in: most cases the ,starting ·point. will be to suggest an Fp" which satisfies the :c~iteria pf 
sustainability and low risk of stock collapse.· The FP, should be regarded as an upper limit to the range.of fi~!Iing 
mortalities compatible with a:precautionary .approach. 

Fp, should certainly noHmply recruitment overfislling. Thus, if FMsY is well defined, this would be a good:candidate; if 
not, Fo.J if it is small er than FMsY could be used. Simulations should be used, if possible, to verify that when. fishing. at 
Fpa there is a low risk of reaching B1im· If simulations are not possible, Fmed• computed from a range of SSB 's where the 
recruitment does not seem to be reduced, ·can .be used. Jf ))otn FMsY :and Fmoo (from a range of SSB.'.s "'here the 
recruitment does_ not seem to be reduced), are available, the lowest.of the two ;values should be .. sele~ted as Fpa:·.i 

Bli~ -iS a· limit reference poirtt, it is a spawning biomass!which should be aVoided with high probability, when the stock-is 
a bo-ve that-limit: When the biom·ass is below: Biim; management measures should aim at rebuilding biomass above.B;iirr;las 
quidkly as possible. Blim should representthe biomass below which the recruitment is expected to be reduced, Jf it is not 
possible' to idel\tify such a•threshold from available data, Blim rna y be laken as the lo west observed biomass, There,may 
be cases· (lightly exploited stocks) where !aking the lo west observed SSB as Blim may be more•restrictive than.necessary. 
In ·silch cases there wilt normally be no particular trend in the recruitment as function of SSB. A possible Bli~ mayctllen 
be the 5 p'erce-tftile of the SSB variation at Fpa• a·ssuming the· distribution of recruitments in- the existing data. · ~. :>: .. 

Bpa is a spawning biomass at which action should be taken to ensure a high· prObability that Blim Will"not De 'reached. 
Normally, the action will imply same form of reduction in fishing mortality Fpa· Thus, the role of Bpa is to signal that 
something· seems to go wrong aild-thar.attion shm.ild· Jbe ·taken' in ·Order to try and rectify· the situatioh:- Therefore·l Bpa 

·should be ·set at--a value below- the equilibrium biomass at: Fpa• -a value unlikely to be reached if -Fph--is adhered1;t0. 
However, Bp, should be sufficiently.high that there is a lowrisk thatthe true SSB is below ·Biim· This will.depend,both 
on the precision of the assessment and the strength of the ·-measures that can be: taken:-when -Bpa is·;:exCeeded. 
B1;m *exp(l.645*6), where o is the assumed CV of the assessment (usually 0.2-0.3), can be a tentative value. 

Fum is a• fiShing mortality; that 'is not sustaihable, and which' should be avoided with high probabilityV An bl'>vious 
candidate·tor Fnm is Fcra.sh· 'Fiim-is not·riecessary fBr advising ·all- ptetautionary managemenL Very ofterl, estiffiåteS ·af:!F~rash 
will be very uncertain. Floss can be a subStltute .-if thf.re·. is reruicin to :beJieve -that this will lead to· ·colla:pse·,- ·if ;li:Ot;·- Fiim 
should be left undefined. Jf F11m is defined, F,, should be such that the risk that the true F is above F11m when Fp, is 
intended, is small. 

In exceptional cases, these guidelines-will·not-give sensible reference points. Therefore, the use of the reference points, 
as outlined above, should always be kept in mind when numbers are suggested. 
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